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Young People Celebrate

DowntownVideo Launch
IMMANUEL

On a bright, sunny, summer day, a park in downtown Toronto was the scene

of an unusual gathering. Park regulars — squirrels, drug users, moms and tots,

street kids — had been joined by a cheerful crowd. There was a sense of

excitement in the air as media reporters and adults in suits chatted with

the celebrities they had come to congratulate. Who were these celebrities?

One had bright blue hair wrapped in a faded bandanna; another was young,

pretty, single and pregnant; a third was a young refugee with frail health

and a cheerful spirit. They, along with three other youths, were the creative

team who had produced a new video. Safer with CYPHR, that was to be shown

that day on monitors set up under the stately trees. The video was made to

help protect young people from the harms of doing drugs. The story of how

they made it is as innovative and engaging as the youths themselves.

The six young people were the Youth Team of the Street-Involved Youth

Harm Reduction Project (SIYHRP, for short). They called themselves

Concerned Youth Promoting Harm Reduction (CYPHR). They were part of

a project that developed new ways of working with youths as well as creative

research and development techniques.

The idea for the project arose from research conducted by the Addiction

Research Foundation (ARF) that had demonstrated the existence of serious

drug-related harms among Toronto’s street-involved youth community. A team

of concerned ARF workers resolved to try a new approach to addressing these

harms. They wanted to actively involve young people in studying drug-related

issues among their peers and in developing solutions.
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The group at ARF who initiated the project became the Core Team. They

would guide the project through its many stages. They consulted with many

members of the community in order to get advice on what the real needs were

and how to carry out the project effectively. These community members

included street-involved youth and the workers serving them. Several of

these community advisors remained involved throughout the project and

continued to provide resources; others gave advice and insight at monthly

meetings. They became the Advisory Team.

With the help of the Core Team, the Advisory Team and a facilitator, the

Youth Team learned how to do research and collected information and

ideas from many street-involved youth. They developed the educational

video Safer With CYPHR to share what they had learned with the street

youth community. ARF documented and evaluated the project all the way

through, to make sure ARF learned everything it could from the experience

and to tell others about doing this kind of work. This guide shares the

lessons learned.

At the heart of the project was the idea that young people are not only

capable of researching problems and developing solutions in their own

community, they can be the best people to do so. Young people are eager to

make real changes for themselves and their peers. Often they are frustrated

by the adults around them holding all the power. If adults loosen their hold

and let the youth run with it, wonderful things can happen. This is the

story about how one such project “let ’em go.”
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What Is in
This Book?

Let 'Em Go describes the research and development process

of the Street-Involved Youth Harm Reduction Project in

the following sections:

Why This Book?: how and why the project got started

Youth Involvement: the Youth Team and other youths—
who they were, how they got involved, what they did

Community Involvement: the Advisory Team and
community agencies— the valuable role that they played

in offering resources, advice and feedback

Organizational Involvement: the Core Team and ARF—
how they developed and nurtured a creative new program

Conclusion: what was successful about this project, its long

term objectives, and factors in the project’s success.

In each section, you will find:

Key developments in the SIYHRP story: These pages

will tell the story of how the project unfolded, introducing

you to the groups who were involved and taking you step

by step along their journey.

Quotes from participants illustrating their

experiences: These are the words of the actual people

involved, describing their experience through their own eyes.

“Key points” and “how-to suggestions” to inspire and
assist you: These include checklists, tools, resources and
suggested activities. They also highlight some of the lessons

that were learned along the way.

SIYHRP material samples: These show you examples
of the actual materials that were developed by the SIYHRP
team. You may find they are useful samples to base your

own materials on.



WHY THIS BOOK?What Is a

Participatory
Approach?

A participatory approach;

• does not involve outside “experts”

studying people as if they were

“subjects"

• gets people involved in researching,

or educating, about their own issues

• deals effectively with issues that

aren’t addressed by more traditional

methods

• is intended to improve the quality of

life of the people involved

• recognizes that people’s own

knowledge and experience are

legitimate tools in the search for

solutions to their problems.

After all, whose knowledge and

experience could be more relevant?

Participatory research:

• involves members of the group

being studied as active partners

in the design and carrying out

of a research project.

Participatory projects:

• capture the participants’ real

practical knowledge

• create an appreciation for, and

build on, the participants’

real-life experience

• appeal to people who may be

alienated by other kinds of

research — such as a traditional

academic focus, the written word

or formal scientific methods.

The next step after research is

development. The information learned

from the research can be shared with

the community through an educational

product, program or service.

The book you are holding has two functions. It tells the

story of how the Addiction Research Foundation (ARF)

involved young people in education, action and social

change. It is also a tool that you can use to work with youth

and to address issues and problems that affect them.

In the Street-Involved Youth Harm Reduction Project

(SIYHRP), young people were actively involved in research-

ing issues that concerned them and in developing a video

to educate their peers. They could have developed a dif-

ferent product— say a book or poster— or a program or a

service. The project gave them the tools to do what they

thought was best, and to succeed. This book shows that there

are many benefits to involving youth in this kind of process.

The key to the project’s success was that it used a creative

kind of research: a participatory approach. On the following

pages, you will learn more about participatory research and

development.

SIYHRP brought together very different groups of experts.

The ARF staff were the experts on research — how to

2



design and evaluate research projects. The youth were

the experts on street life and drug use — the real dangers,

problems and pleasures. They also had the vital expertise

of knowing how to reach others on the street.

You will find, as you read this story, that there are lots

of ideas and techniques that are relevant for your work

with youth— whether they are street youth, other

marginalized youth groups or youth in general. We hope

this story will inspire and assist you to use participatory

research and development to benefit youth and your

community.

SIYHRP engaged street-involved youth in studying an

issue that was serious in their community. They researched

drugs and drug-related harms among youth involved in

street life. They showed their findings in the Safer with

CYPHR video. The video was distributed to agencies

serving street youth. Educational products like the video

can help achieve one of the basic participatory research

goals, which is to improve the quality of life of those

being studied.

What Participatory

Research Methods
May Include:

• group discussions

• public meetings

• open-ended surveys

• fact-finding tours.

What Participatory

Education Methods
May Include:

• photo novellas

• popular theatre

• videos

• storytelling

• drawing

• or whatever works best for your

group!

Benefits of

Involving Youth

When young people are involved in

researching their own issues and

developing their own solutions, those

solutions work. Why? Solutions

developed by youth for youth are:

• relevant to youth

• accessible to youth

• acceptable to youth

• able to reach other youth.

The young people who participate in

the project:

• gain valuable experience

• gain useful skills

• feel empowered to make changes in

their own lives

• feel equipped to make changes

in their community.

3



"I gave it everything

I had. It meant so much

to me, I mean, producing

a movie, righti To do that,,.

is freakin' outrageousl"



BACKGROUND

Who Initiated SIYHRP?

Projects are often created by agencies, community groups,

or government. In the case of SIYHRP, it was created by

groups who advocate for Toronto’s street-involved youth—
the Addiction Research Foundation and the Coalition of

Agencies Serving Downtown Youth— that raised the

need to address drug-related harms among street youth

and provided the resources for SIYHRP.

What Issue Did the Project Address?

ARF had been studying street-involved youth in Toronto

for several years. Being “street-involved” does not neces-

sarily mean that you are living on the street. Being street-

involved does mean that you are involved in street life

and culture. ARF surveys found that drug use among street-

involved youth was extremely high, involving many

different kinds of drugs. This was different from other

groups the same age (for example, high school students).

Why is drug use so common on the streets? People use

substances as a way to cope with problems, to deal with

street life or to have fun and socialize with each other.

This kind of use is called “functional drug use,” because

getting high serves a real function in people’s lives. So it’s

not surprising that many youth use substances while they

are involved in street life, even though they are exposed

to drug education and treatment programs.

But drug use can lead to harmful consequences for people’s

health, social and legal status, financial situation and

relationships. Life on the streets in a large city like Toronto

can be precarious and unpredictable. Street life itself can

make the harmful consequences of drugs even worse.

So, there are real reasons why street-involved youth will

probably keep using drugs— at least for a while. And
yet, their drug use leaves them open to all kinds of harms.

What’s the solution? ARF decided to design a new kind

of project“ not to reduce drug use, but to reduce drug-

related harms among youth involved in street life.

As ONE Advisory Team
MEMBER PUT IT

have a real

commitment to harm

reduction. Vm tired

of seeing people

die... and Vm tired

of seeing people

trivialized by their

status... denied

services and treaU

ment and respect...

and with young

people, it's both

their status as

youth and their

status as people

who use drugs."
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Harm Reduction:

• provides factual information

• provides resources

• provides education

• teaches skills and strategies

• develops attitude changes

• works to change public policies

• is not focused on eliminating

drug use

• minimizes the negative impacts

of drug use for the user, the

community and society.

What Harm
Reduction and

a Participatory

Approach Have
in Common:

• both are practical, user-oriented

and non-judgmental

• both value people as experts in

the harms in their own lives, due

to their practical knowledge and

experience

• both build on the existing

capacities, strengths and

practices of the youth who

participate.

What Is Harm Reduction?

Harm reduction is a public health approach. It has been

used with good results for many years in Europe. It aims to

minimize the harms caused by certain conditions that pose

serious risks to individuals, groups and society. Harm reduc-

tion is not about stopping people from doing something

risky. It is about showing people how to be safer in whatever

they choose to do.

Harm reduction is a holistic way of looking at all of the

factors affecting people’s lives, and provides a context for

understanding the risks they encounter. This might be

related to drugs, as in the SIYHRP project, or to any other

type of risk, from unsafe sex to bicycling without a helmet.

Providing someone with a condom reduces the risk of that

person getting a sexually transmitted disease. It is aimed at

reducing harm, not keeping people from having sex.

Some people believe in harm reduction because it respects

the individual’s right to make personal choices. Others like

it because it’s not judgmental or punitive. Still others feel

it’s more realistic than other approaches. The reality is that

some people are going to use drugs. Most of them will stop,

eventually, when they feel ready. Harm reduction is a way of

keeping them out of the hospital, the jail or the morgue

until they’re ready to quit. It also focuses on changing public

policy, laws and environmental conditions that make drug

use even more harmful.

6



Youth
Involvement

The Youth Team was the most important part of this project.

This section describes how team members were selected,

what they did and what kind of supports were provided for

them. One of those supports was the Youth Team facilitator.

Role of the Youth
Team Facilitator:

• recruiting youth

• motivating and supporting youth

to do the work

• providing extra support as needed,

offering resources to heip with

personai crises

• liaising with other teams

• accessing resources

• setting goais and work plans

with youths

• leading meetings.

Youth Team Facilitator

To help co-ordinate the Youth Team’s work, the Core Team

hired a Youth Team facilitator. This was a key job— the

facilitator would be the one to hire the youths, train them,

inspire them and keep them involved when they wanted to

quit. The facilitator would help the youths work with the

Core and Advisory teams and help them get the skills and

resources they needed to get the job done the way they

believed it should be done. Leading regular meetings and

work sessions, the facilitator would set goals and work plans

with the Youth Team. This was a part-time job, but a very

intensive one, and finding the right person was vital.

The Advisory Team was a good place to start looking, since

it included people from many different agencies. They

helped to circulate the Youth Team facilitator job posting.

Several experienced candidates were interviewed, and a

youth worker was hired. She had developed peer education

projects at SHOUT, a street youth health clinic. In fact,

she had been a consultant to the ARF Advisory Team in

its early planning stages, and the project was built in part

on the peer education model that she had developed for

SHOUT.

Central to the project’s success was the facilitator’s ability

to relate to the youths and to provide a “touchstone” for

them during the project. Her personal qualities and the

relationships she established were very important to how
the project would turn out.

Qualities to

Look For in

a Facilitator:

• experience working directly with

youth

• knowledge about the issues being

addressed

• familiarity with the focus community

• commitment to a participatory

approach.

An Effective

Youth Facilitator:

• empowers the youths by giving

them control over how they

conduct the research and develop

the product

• allows them to make their own

decisions

• gives assistance, not orders

• shows confidence in the youths’

abilities as individuals and as

a team

• provides support around personal

struggles and practical issues.
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This is what the Youth
Team said they liked

ABOUT THE FACILITATOR:

The SIYHRP Youth Team described the facilitator as a role

model who was approachable, kind, compassionate, open-

minded and non-judgmental. She was able to identify with

their “youth culture,” and the team felt that she was “one

**leadership skills** of them” despite her age.

**positive role model**
Ombudsperson

**mother figure**

The topic of drug use is a sensitive one. As the Youth

Team studied drug use among their peers and drew on

their own experiences, difficult or painful issues could

come up. It was important to provide some extra support

**supportive friend**

for the Youth Team members. ARF has a youth and

family treatment program, and one of its counsellors

was available to help out.

^*hip** The counsellor met the Youth Team right at the start

so they could get to know her. She offered one-on-one

counselling for personal issues and could also act as an

**empathetic** “ombudsperson” for the Youth Team members. It was

important that she was not directly connected to the

project. If anyone on the Youth Team had an issue about

**focused** working conditions, relationships within the team,

the facilitator, etc., they would have a “safe” place to

talk about it. The ombudsperson, as an objective and

energetic** confidential “third party,” could act as an advocate

for the youths, while protecting their anonymity.

**assertive** Participant Observer

'^honest**

This participatory model was a new one for ARF, and

SIYHRP was the first project of its kind. The Core Team

was evaluating the process as it went along to learn about

what worked well and what did not work. One result of

supportive** their evaluation is this book.

**fun/*

The Youth Team and its facilitator were too busy with the

project itself to take detailed notes on it. So a social work

student joined the team to help record what went on. His

notes, once they were approved by the Youth Team, went

to the Core Team to help them evaluate the project. The

participant observer became a cherished member of the

Youth Team, as he joined in with activities, assisted the

facilitator and befriended each team member.

8



* * * JOB OPPORTUNITIES * * *

with the

PROJECT FOR SAFER DRUG USE
AMONG YOUTH INVOLVED

ON THE STREET

We are looking for SIX enthusiastic ^ creative youth

who know about drugs and street life. You will develop

an educational project to help street youth

use drugs more safely*

The job is part-time, from December /95 - February /96

(14 weeks)

8 Hours per week $10 per hour

How do I apply for this job??

How Can I Find Out More?

Come to an ORIENTATION MEETING

on THURSDAY NOVEMBER 23

at 2:30 - 4:00 .

at XXXX . XX XXXXXX ST EAST

PLEASE sign up with if you
plan to come to the meeting.

This project is sponsored by the Addiction Research

Foundation and a Coalition of Street Serving Agencies.

Questions ? Call XXXXX at XXX-XXXX



What Kind of

Youths Do You
Need for Your
Team?

• You’ll need people who are part

of or close to the community you

want to study.

• Look for a good mix to represent the

community’s diversity— for

example, ethno-racial, health,

education, sexual orientation,

gender and many other qualities.

• They’ll need certain skills or

attitudes, depending on the

kind of work they’ll be doing.

• Make sure your expectations of the

youths are reasonable and based on

the focus community itself, not on

some standardized definition of

“employability.”

• Get the word out in the places they

call “home” to attract lots

of potential team members.

How to Have an
Orientation Meeting
to Recruit Youths:

• Establish relationships with

organizations in the community—
they can put the word out about the

project and provide meeting space.

• Provide a comfortable and familiar

meeting place.

• Introduce the project goals, methods

and philosophy.

• Explain the organizational support

and roles.

• Invite the youths to participate in

brainstorming.

• Be supportive and inclusive— make

it safe for everyone to participate.

• Map out tentative timelines.

• Provide refreshments— offering

food is welcoming and hospitable.

Many people, including street youth,

don’t have regular access to

nourishing food.

• Provide tickets for public

transportation. Don’t assume people

can afford to pay for their own.

How Did the Youths Get Involved?

The ARF Core Team had a focus, a plan and several key

people. Up to this point, they had done everything they

could to prepare for the youths. They now had to go

out into the street-involved youth community and find

young people to join in and make it all work.

Orientation Meeting

ARF organized a general meeting at one of the local agencies.

The goal was to attract a lot of youth— some might become

Youth Team members, others might get involved as experts

who are street-involved during the research.

There are many agencies in Toronto that serve street-

involved youth. Each of these put up a poster to announce

the meeting. There was also an information sheet that gave

details about the project. Staff could use this to answer

youths’ questions about the jobs. Interested youths could

also take a copy of both pages.

There was a sign-up sheet for the orientation meeting.

The Core Team knew that some people would sign up

and not come and that others would come without signing

up. They thought the sheets would give a rough idea of

attendance and be useful for buying food, setting up the

room, etc.

About 30 street-involved youths attended ARF’s orientation

meeting. The agenda is shown in detail on page 12.

The youth had lots of creative ideas and different opinions.

Some of them weren’t open to the harm reduction approach

— for them, total abstinence from drugs was the only “safe”

way. Others expressed enthusiasm for the approach. Many of

the young people were comfortable sharing personal stories

— some scary, some sad and some funny.

The facilitator explained that ARF wanted to hire six

youths to work on the project. She described how the

Youth Team members would carry out their own research,

and develop an educational product to inform youth about

safer drug use. She made it clear that the youths would get

10



to make the decisions about what educational product to

produce, based on their research and consultation with the

community.

Applying to Join the Youth Team

After the meeting, anybody interested was invited to apply

for a position on the Youth Team. It was important to make

it as easy as possible to apply. There was an application

form that people could take away with them. (This made

the form less intimidating for people with lower literacy

skills, as they could get a friend or “worker” to help them

fill it out). The youths were asked to drop off completed

applications at ARF or to leave them with their “home”

agency (where they would be faxed or picked up). Each

applicant was asked to attach something— a resume if they

had one, or a sample of their drawing or writing (including

stories or poetry).

There were three reasons for this: it gave a little insight

into each applicant, showed their ability to follow through

on a task and made applying less intimidating than for a

traditional job that requires fancy resumes and high literacy

skills.

The application form was similar to forms that youth would

encounter whenever they looked for work. It also had some

elements that were very specific to this project.

The application form looked for knowledge about drugs.

Without asking for specific personal details, it tried to assess

whether the applicants understood the skills and attitudes

needed to work in a team. They were asked about previous

jobs, but in a non-threatening way. The specific details

were given less importance than the young person’s feelings

about the experience. It also tried to destigmatize a lack of

job experience and pointed out that there are many kinds of

work experience that aren’t paid jobs.

The youth were given one week to get their applications

back. The orientation meeting happened within a week of

its being posted. This quick timeline was appropriate to this

particular group of people —- life on the street can be chaotic

at times and is not necessarily tied to watches or calendars.

How to Invite

Youths to Apply for

Positions

:

• Set short time spans between

orientation meeting announcements,

the meeting and the

application deadline.

• Use flexible and informal application

and hiring procedures (a simple

application form and sample of

creative work instead of formal

resumes, allowing youths to drop

applications off at their “home”

agency, etc.).

• A note on timing: if the people you are

working with rely on social assistance

for support, both food and money

might be bigger incentives to come

during the week before cheques

come out, and lesser incentives

the week after.

11



Orientation Meeting Agenda
BRING: Food / Flip chart &. markers / Application forms (@ 40)
Attendance estimate - call around for faxes of names, and signed up
Post names of agencies involved

AGENDA:

Facilitator:
• Welcomes, explains job

• explains purpose of meeting, quickly run thru agenda, confidentiality

• leads a quick go-round to establish comfort & trust

• outlines project goals, history of project so far

• gives number of hours, wage per hour
• describes types of tasks

• explains two phases (research & development)
• describes possible products that they could develop

• goes through hiring process - application forms, supporting documents, interviews

(probably a small #), demographics, when & where to return them
• tells about qualities, skills, experience that would help someone to get the job

Project Leader: Harm Reduction
• what is it? (philosophy, history, concrete examples)
• how can it benefit them &. their peers?

• how will their work on this project be harm reduction?

Facilitator: Brainstorming

• purpose: to give individuals a chance to demonstrate: understanding of harm
reduction, creativity, teamwork, thinking styles, expressiveness, etc

• give group a question or two to brainstorm, eg: “What drug use harm reduction

ideas would work with street youth?” And “What products would be effective to

spread these ideas to street youth? To agencies? To kids at risk of running to the

street?”

• write ideas on flipcharts, to use in early sessions to start discussion of ideas & goals

Project Coordinator: Research
• explain methods of research that they might use

• describe the supports they will have in the research (eg: training, analysis support,

etc)

Questions

Hand out application forms, reiterating process giving location and deadline for

returning.
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Job Application Form

PROJECT FOR SAFER DRUG USE
AMONG YOUTH INVOLVED ON TFIE STREET
This form can be filled out by you, or a friend or worker.

Name Age

How can we reach you by phone?

What are three ways that drug use could be safer?

If you get this job, you will have to work with a team of other young people. What do you think
are important skills or attitudes needed for teamwork?

Why would you be really good at this job?

What would you learn from this job?

How far have you got in school?
\^ich school;

Have you had any jobs before? Please tell us about them. (“Work” can mean paid, volunteer,

“underground”, community service, etc.)

Types of work you did

Skills you used

New things you learned there

What part did you like best?

What part did you like the least?

What were you really good at?

Please return this form to the Receptionist or Worker who gave it to you ,

(or FAX it to XXX-XXXX) on or before Wednesday, December 6.

Questions? Call XXXXX at XXX-XXXX



Goals for Youth
Involvement
(From the

Project’s Point

of View)

:

• doing research on safer drug use

• developing educational materials

on safer drug use

• learning new skills

• empowerment — feeling they

have the tools and the power to

make real changes in their lives

and in the community

• helping ARF learn how to work

with youth in a meaningful way

that both respects them as

people and their expertise and

practical knowledge.

Ways That
Young People
Could Be
Involved:

• becoming a team member

• participating in research as

informants

• participating in focus testing of

the draft “product"

• using the final version of the

product.

As with most jobs, the application form was only a starting

place. The real information about someone came from the

interview.

How Were the Youth Team Members
Selected?

There were several key factors to consider when
interviewing and hiring the Youth Team members. Young

people who are involved in street life represent a broad

spectrum of ethnicity, sexual orientation and gender. The
Youth Team had to reflect this diversity for two reasons:

they were going to represent this community and they

would need to gain the trust of other youth during their

research. The project needed youth who had personal

experience with drug use and who were interested in

helping other users learn about safer drug use. Their

personal experience could come from their own drug

use or having close relationships with users.

You will notice that on the second page of the interview

note sheet there are two questions about who the person

would, and would not, be comfortable working with. These

are supported by a list of suggested groups, which was

provided as a “prompt” for the applicant to look over and

comment on. The aim of these questions was to get an

appropriate “demographic” for the Youth Team. It was

important for the Youth Team to represent the community

they would be researching.

Street-involved youths make up of a diverse community. It

would not have been appropriate for the interviewers to ask

if an applicant belonged to any particular groups. Nor would

belonging to a group be the only way to know about it.

For instance, someone could have a lot of experience with

a certain drug without ever having done it, if they were

close to someone who used that drug. The interviewers also

hoped that these two questions might indicate any prejudices

against specific groups, which could hinder someone’s ability

to do the job.

The interviewers were looking for certain qualities in the

applicants. Being open and non-judgmental was an asset.

Some indication of stability and social support was also
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important, since it would be difficult to commit to a job

without them. Candidates with an ongoing connection

to an agency were often more likely to have some stability

and support in their lives.

The facilitator and project co-ordinator reviewed the

applications and set up interviews at SHOUT Clinic, a

street health agency. During the interviews, they asked

candidates to explain why they were interested in the

project and to outline their experiences working with a

team or with their peers. Each candidate also gave

references (job or personal), which were checked. An
interesting aspect of the interviews was that the most

qualified candidates would be those with a history of drug

use and those who represented a variety of lifestyles and

sexual orientations. Yet the interviewers could not ask

directly about these qualities, for ethical and legal reasons.

They tried to address this by letting people know the

interview was confidential, setting a casual tone and,

where appropriate, being frank about their own experiences.

From an initial pool of approximately 20 applicants, six

youths were invited to become team members. Interestingly,

only two of the youths who were selected had attended the

orientation meeting. The others had learned about the

project through their contacts with staff at service agencies,

and some were recommended to the facilitator by agency

workers.

One reason for this was pointed out by some youth who
had been at the orientation meeting: when they heard the

others there talking, they felt intimidated and less qualified

and so didn’t apply for the job. This is an important thing

to keep in mind when planning an orientation meeting—
if it is going to be useful, it needs to be supportive and

inclusive.

Resources
Available to the

Youth Te am:

• support from the Core Team and

facilitator

• training in research and

development skills

• money for travel and equipment

• office equipment and a place to

work

• an impartial ombudsperson who

could mediate and advocate for

them if there were difficulties.

Time Commitment
and Compensation
for the Youth
Team:

• 14 weeks (later increased to

22 weeks), 8 hours per week

• $10 paid per hour of work.
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Job Interviewer^s Note Sheet

PROJECT FOR SAFER DRUG USE
AMONG YOUTH INVOLVED ON THE STREET

Welcome. Introduce 2 interviewers. We’re going to ask some questions, & you can
ask us some, too. We’re going to take notes to help us remember what you said, but
no one else will see the notes. There will be some questions about drugs and street life.

Everything you say will be confidential. (Explain). You can also pass on answering any
question, if you want. It’s OK to be nervous. Offer refreshment.

Name: Age:

Phone & contact:

Expand on info given about job, & ask about other work experience:

What do you think are important drug-related problems or issues facing street youth?

What do you think could make drug use safer or easier to handle?

Teamwork is very important in this job. You will have to make decisions and work
with 5 other people. You may not all have the same opinions about important issues.

Sometimes you will have to compromise. Please tell us about a time when you were

part of a team. What was it like? (Challenges, lessons, skills, attitude, etc.)

What kind of people bug you? What do you do when people bug you?

Explain need for diversity: we need the youth team to represent street youth as a whole

community, so it’s important to have a good mix of people; also they will be interviewing

a broad cross-section of people about sensitive topics; reaffirm confidentiality & that it’s

OK to pass on answering any question. Shoiu list of “groups”, and read it slowly out loud.

[See right for list]

Take break - get coffee - give time to read & fill in



Which of these groups would you be most comfortable interviewing or working with,

and why?

You won’t be working with all of these groups - the team will, but not necessarily you. Are
there any groups you would not be comfortable interviewing or working with, and why?

What are your work goals, now in the future?

How far have you got in school? Which school(s)? What are your learning goals? (School

or otherwise)

(What days / times are best for you?)

Any questions?

References:

Suggested List of Relevant Groups
Cannabis smokers (marijuana, hash)

Heavy drinkers

Users of inhalants (glue, gasoline.

Bisexuals

Transsexuals, transgendereds or

cross dressers

Sex Trade workers (prostitutes,aerosols)

Users of stimulants (bennies. strippers, etc.)

People who have been involvedamphetamines, speed)

Users of hallucinogens and mood on street for a long time

People who live rough

People from different cultures or

alterers (LSD, acid, ecstasy, MDA,
mescaline, PCP, peyote, magic

mushrooms, etc)

Users of opiates (opium, heroin.

races

People who have been in jail

People who are raising kids

People who have had abortions

People with positive, or possible

codeine, percs)

Users of cocaine or crack

Users of tranquilizers (downers, ludes)

Users of hormones (steroids. positive HIV status

Survivors of abuse (Physical, sexual.estrogen)

Gays and Lesbians

Straights

emotional)

Abusers (Physical, sexual, emotional).



Youth Team Meetings

The hiring of the Youth Team was one of the most exciting

parts of the whole project. The six young people who were

selected represented a broad range of skills, backgrounds,

experiences and attitudes. What they had in common was

energy, enthusiasm and a sincere desire to improve their

own lives and the lives of others like them.

The first thing they did when they were hired was to sign

a consent form / job description that outlined what the

work would involve and how they would be paid. This form

ensured that they knew what was expected of them and

what they could expect. Also, signing their name was a

symbol of commitment.

The Youth Team met for four-hour sessions, twice each week

from January through May (22 weeks). During June and

July, various members of the team stayed involved to help

revise the final product. Each team meeting followed a

general format that could be adapted to different activities

and phases of the project. The sample on page 19 presents

the basic format. There were three distinct phases for the

Youth Team’s work. The first month was devoted to team-

building and goal-setting. This was followed by the research

phase, which took approximately six weeks. During the

12-week development phase, the Youth Team created

their video.
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Sample Youth Team Meeting Agenda - FIRST SESSION

• Qreeting exercise:

Go round room &. tell name, favourite animal, &. funniest / weirdest story about drugs

(could be personal, hearsay, a friend, from a book or movie, etc.)

Purpose: Ice breaker

Team builder

Introduces idea of check-in

Introduces “permission” to talk about drugs in a relaxed & accepting environment

Opportunity to discuss confidentiality

Chance to start taking risks & building trust, as much as each is willing at time.

• Go over project goals, discuss individual goals (next session, they will be writing down
those goals)

• Introduce Participant Observer (PO) &. have him describe his function &. answer

questions. Make sure everyone understands that they can speak “off the record” & that

they will be referred to in writing by code names, etc

• Distribute Consent Forms & discuss; make sure everyone is clear. Ask them to return

the signed form at the next session (this way there is no peer pressure to sign, an

opportunity to reflect & ask questions before signing)

• Break

• Creativity exercise - Solving Puzzles

Break into 2 teams of 3, to solve the puzzles, then regroup to share answers, then back

into teams to create new puzzles for the other team to solve.

Purpose: Establishes rapport with some other team members
Facilitator + Participant Observer get to observe teamwork & problem solving

styles of members
Gets creative juices flowing for brainstorming exercise

Laughter makes people feel at home.

• Brainstorming exercise

Create a big list on flip chart paper, with ideas about some questions, eg: Harms
associated w/ drug use on street? Harm reduction strategies? Barriers to effective harm
reduction & education? How do we gather the best & most honest info in our research?

etc (do a maximum of 2 questions in any given brainstorming session).

Purpose: Introduce brainstorming tool

Start process of focusing on & defining this large, vague topic

Establish trust & respect for each others’ ideas & opinions

Reboots good energy level, & laughter.

• Set times for next few weeks worth of sessions (set schedule according to their needs)

• Pay them (discuss process - in cash, once a week, sign for $, maybe set up savings plan if

any want it, etc) & give out subway tokens

• Debriefing —- talk about how the meeting went



Format for Youth Team Meetings

Check'in 10 mins* Members reported on how they were

feeling or what they had done the night/

weekend before. This was intended to

clear the air and help people prepare for

work.

Agenda 2 mins Facilitator would review planned

activities for the session.

Team Building or

Creativity Exercise

20 mins The team would engage in a game or

exercise to “warm-up” for work. The
games often introduced concepts that

would be needed to accomplish that

day’s tasks.

Work Session 2.5 hours Varied— depending on the task and

phase of the project. Involved skill

development / training for research and

development of the product; planning,

strategizing and organizing; creating and

revising plans and the product.

Breaks 2 breaks,

15 mins each Essential!

Business 10 min Organization of next meeting—
location, time and responsibilities.

Payment 10 min Every vueek, in cash.

Meeting Notes 10 min Team members reviewed and revised

participant observer notes on previous

sessions. (See “Participant Observer,”

page 8)

Debriefing 10 min Completing forms which gave an

opportunity for feedback on their

experiences during each session.

*TTie time allocations are estimates: each session evolved organically, some activities did not take place at

every meeting and others took longer than reported in the table. Flexibility was always an important part of

the process.



Youth Research and Development Team
Consent Form / Joh Description

I, agree to participate in this project. I understand that I will be studying drug use

among street-involved youth. I know that the Team Facilitator is XXX XXXXXXX, of the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF). I understand the project (its purpose and its procedures). These have been explained to

me by .

1 understand and agree that, as a Youth Research and Development (YR&D) Team Member, I will:

1. Help to develop a program to reduce the harmful consequences of drug use among young people (16-25)
involved with street life. The program will include an action plan and support materials.

2. Work with the YR&D Team to plan this program and make drafts of the support materials. The Addiction

Research Foundation will produce and distribute the program in the future.

3. Report to the Team Facilitator. She will support the Team through the phases of the project, including team

building, research, and development.

• Team building means learning to work as a group - trusting, cooperating, and contributing. We will

work together to set and achieve goals, and to develop rights and responsibilities for the team.

• Research activities will include talking with other street youth. We will talk with them about drugs,

about what happens to people because of drugs, and about how to deal with what happens.

• Development will include coming up with ideas, plans, and possibly materials. TTiey will be based on
the information collected in the research phase, and will be about dealing with negative consequences

of drug use.

4. Help to evaluate the project, by:

• Discussing how things are going, and suggesting improvements, at each meeting
• Being interviewed (individually and in the group) by an ARF researcher. We will talk about what it

was like for me to be involved in the project, and my ideas for improving it.

I understand that some of what 1 say may be summarized or quoted in written reports or articles about

the project. My name or identity will not be revealed, unless 1 want recognition for the materials I help

to develop.

5. Keep all information about people confidential. This includes members of the YR&D Team, and others who
participate in the research. Also, the Team will keep information about me confidential.

6. 1 understand that it is my choice to participate in the project. This means:

• I may or may not choose to share my personal experiences during any phase of the project.

• I may or may not choose to participate in certain parts of the project.

• I may leave the project at any time.

7. My position on the Youth Research and Development Team will last 14 weeks. 1 agree to attend

approximately two, four-hour sessions each week. For every hour of actual work that I do during those time

slots, 1 will receive $10 per hour, up to a maximum of $1,120.00.

I have read, and 1 understand, this consent form. 1 understand that, when 1 sign this form, 1 am agreeing to

participate in the Project for Safer Drug Use Among Youth Involved on the Street as a member of the Youth

Research and Development Team.

Youth Research and Development Team Member Date

This consent form was read and signed in my presence by

Researcher / Staff signature Date



What to Include in

a Charter:

• responsibilities

• confidentiality

• attendance

• respect

• how to make decisions

• how to handle conflict within the

group

• specific things the group won’t

tolerate— like racism, homo-

phobia, smoking in the office,

physical or verbal abuse, etc.

• what to do if someone comes

to work drunk or stoned

• what to do if someone doesn’t

follow the charter.

A Youth Team member
ON trust:

*^There was no fear

of giving an idea that

I thought may be

a little too gay or a

little too risque or taboo

or anything like that.

And even if I did give

an idea that was a little

tooo over the top...

it was never taken like

(indicates exasperation)

*humph\.. or

criticized.**

THE TEAM-BUILDING PHASE

Starting Off Right: The Charter

Team-building was a key part of the project. The first few

meetings were devoted to activities like defining group

responsibilities, confidentiality, goal- and task-setting, and

the development of a “charter” between team members

and the facilitator. The charter established expectations

about conduct, working relationships and decision making

processes. A charter is also sometimes called a “full value

contract.”

The charter was introduced for several reasons. Some of

the youths had not had jobs before and weren’t sure what

“professional conduct” meant. It was an early way for the

team to take ownership of the project and to see that the

“professionals” involved really did trust them to “run the

show.” As well, the nature of their research (drug use and

street involvement) required certain ground rules about

respect and confidentiality.

The facilitator believed that people follow rules they have

made more easily than ones that have been imposed on

them. It is better to try to foresee difficulties and have a plan

in place that everyone can agree to, than to try to deal with

them during a crisis.

The team developed the charter during a brainstorming

session. It became a list of what the youths expected of

themselves and each other, including methods for dealing

with breaches of the charter. It was interesting that the

team suggested penalties that were much harsher than

the facilitator would have chosen.

The facilitator had some key ideas in mind, but kept quiet

until the Youth Team had contributed all of their ideas.

After they had given their input, she reviewed it to make

sure it was clear, suggested additional topics and recommended

softer penalties for violations. She presented the team with a

draft of the charter at the next session. Once it was fine-tuned

to everyone’s satisfaction, each person received two copies—
one to sign and keep, and a second to sign and put on file.
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The need to respect one another was supreme. The group

agreed that everyone was entitled to their own opinions—
there would be no prejudices.

Confidentiality was also part of the charter. The group agreed

that whatever was said in the group would stay within the

group. Confidentiality is a key element of respect and trust.

Everyone must be committed to it from the start. Otherwise,

group members will not be able to relax and speak freely

and with confidence.

At one of the first sessions, the Youth Team was given

the task of choosing a name for the group. The facilitator

thought that naming themselves was an important step

in group building and in taking ownership of the project.

Everyone agreed that “the Street-Involved Youth Harm

Reduction Project” was too cumbersome to be a good name,

and the acronym “SIYHRP” had no personal meaning for

them. This exercise required the team to focus on how they

saw the project, what they wanted to accomplish and how
they wanted others to see them. After coming up with

several different ideas for acronyms, they arrived at one they

liked. They called themselves “CYPHR: Concerned Youth

Promoting Harm Reduction.” Thus, the final product (the

video) would be called Safer with CYPHR. There was a pun

built into the name. A “cipher” is an enigma and something

that others attach no value to. Thus a group of youths that

society might think of as “unimportant” were ready to make

their mark and produce something of lasting value.

*^The facilitator got

us to be more open

and communicate

with each other

more**, you know,

being able to trust

someone by opening

up and telling each

other something

about yourself, and

making us become

friends instead of,

like, co'workers*”

• • •

*Hf we couldn^t find

a middle ground,

we just kept on hacking

at alternatives until

we found a middle

ground that we could

live with*** Sometimes

it took DAYS*^*

Keeping It Going; Decision-Making

The Youth Team considered several methods for making

decisions (consensus, majority vote or picking someone to

make a particular decision for the group). Each member
agreed that decisions would be made by consensus. If some-

one was absent when a major decision was made, that

person could re-open the discussion if he or she did not

agree with the decision.

*^Every decision

counted and

everybody's ideas

and concerns

all counted*^*

When disagreements occurred in the group, they would

continued to explore alternatives until some form of com-

promise was reached, or until they reached a completely

new decision.
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SIYHRP Charter of Rights and Responsibilities

RESPECT
• Our group will not tolerate any physical or verbal abuse.

• I will try to leave my “outside” troubles and feelings outside, and not let them affect my work or my co-workers.

• Everyone is entitled to their own opinions. 1 will listen to others without prejudice, and without interrupting.

• I will respect confidentiality within the group: what group members say, stays in the room.

• 1 realize that what 1 say may end up in the Research Notes, but that my identity will be protected. 1 also have

the right to speak “off the record,” or to have something 1 said before be made “off the record.”

PARTICIPATION
• I agree to interact with the group - to share myself and my ideas.

• 1 will use the Check-In to let the group know if 1 will have trouble participating for any shift.

• If I need to, 1 can take a time out.

• When another group member takes a time out, 1 may join them to see if they want to talk about it. (No more

than two people on a time out at one time).

• Time outs should be no more than ten minutes.

• 1 recognize that if 1 am having difficulties or strong feelings, that it is good to talk about them with someone.

1 can choose to talk to the group, to the Facilitator (XXX), to my own counsellors/workers, to another ARF
person (eg XXXX or XXXX), to the ARF Youth Clinic counsellor (XXXXX), etc.

ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY
• I will do my best to come to every shift, and to arrive on time.

• 1 will call if 1 can’t come, or if 1 will be late. Our office number is XXX-XXXX. If there is no other way to call,

1 can call collect and leave a message with reception at ARF (XXX-XXXX) or SHOUT (XXX-XXXX).
• If 1 miss a session, 1 will contact somebody to get filled in on what 1 missed.

• If I am continually late or absent (eg two consecutive incidents), I will sit down with the facilitator and talk

about it and make a plan.

• If I continue to be late or absent, I will be put on probation for two weeks. During this time, I must arrive, on

time, for every work period. I understand that if I do not live up to these probationary conditions, that I will be

asked to leave.

• My pay will be docked in 15 minute increments, after the first 15 minutes of lateness.

DECISION MAKING
• We will make decisions by consensus, which means that everyone must agree.

• I recognize that consensus building requires me to be flexible and cooperative.

• If a major decision has been made in my absence and I don’t agree with it, I have the right to reopen the

discussion.

CONFLICT WITHIN THE GROUP
• 1 realize that I may be asked to explore a conflict (mine or someone else’s) in a group discussion.

• Conflicts that may need to be discussed by the group are ones that happen during work time (including

interviews), and ones that affect the group’s ability to work together.

COMING TO WORK DRUNK OR STONED
• I agree that I won’t come to work drunk or stoned.

• If I do come to work drunk or stoned, I realize that I may not be paid for a shift if 1 am unable to do any work

while I’m there.

• If my condition frequently affects the group (their feelings or their ability to do work), then I will follow a plan

of discussion and probation (see “Attendance and Punctuality”, points 4 &. 5).

• If 1 am aggressive or threatening, 1 will be asked to leave for the day.

These rights and responsibilities were developed by me and the ARF SIYHRP Group. 1 have read and understood

them. I agree to abide by them.

Signed Name

Date Witness



To be successful at making decisions by consensus, the

youths had to practise patience, listening and open, honest

communication with each other. The team learned that

consensus can be a time-consuming process, but remained

dedicated to it in theory and in practice.

Building It Every Day: Check-Ins and Games

Trust and support among Youth Team members were fostered

during a “check-in time” at the beginning of each meeting.

Participants used this opportunity to talk about what was

going on in their lives. This was a way of “clearing” their

emotional and intellectual “space” to become present and

ready to work. It was also an exercise in cumulative trust-

building: as the team members got to know one another

better, they felt closer and opened up more. Of course, the

principles of trust and respect applied to the check-in itself

— people could say as much or as little as they liked, or

could pass altogether.

The facilitator also introduced team-building games and

exercises that “warmed up” the group for the day’s activities.

The games were intended to build an awareness of and

respect for the many differences among youths, to stimulate

communication and to get creative juices flowing. As time

went on, the youths took on responsibility for leading the

group in an activity of their choice.

‘^..a lot of it was

team-building

exercises disguised

as a game*,* so

she*d make us think

we were just doing

something fun

to break out of a

work pattern, but

we were learning

to trust each other

and work with

each other***

• • •

“...I thought it

was a very smart

technique*** sneaky

but SMART!**

• • •

During the research and product development stages of

the project, the games shifted their focus away from group-

building (although strengthening the team remained a

benefit of any game). The later games introduced specific

concepts or skills that would be used in that day’s session

or helped in the solving of a current problem. Often

the “point” of the game was symbolic, and the facilitator

would ask the team to figure out its relevance to them

and their work.

At times, it was tempting to skip the game or check-in

because of the pressures of work and time constraints.

However, the check-in and games were important parts of

the day’s work, which nurtured the team’s ongoing success.

**When we had

our check-ins***

whether there was

any major problems

in my life or

just minor stuff,

I just spilled it

out*** and the group

would join in and help

you out if they could

or even if they couldn*t

help you out just give

you support and say,

^ou know we are

here for you**
**
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*^The people in the

group had so many

different talents and

stuff, which made it

even better/*

• • •

**Sometimes Vd
get in there and

I would be in a kind

of a grumpy mood,

but»,, being around

the group,*, they were

such a fun group

to work with that

it never lasted.

Within five minutes,

I was laughing and

joking with everybody,**

Making It Strong: Diversity

The Youth Team members represented a cross-section of the

diversity of street life. They had varied backgrounds, drug

histories, gender and sexual orientation, length of street-

involvement, ethno-racial backgrounds and living situations.

The youths appreciated and gained from the group’s diversity.

It was important for them to recognize and appreciate how
they were different from one another. Their varied lifestyles,

experiences, philosophies and skills helped to make each

person feel unique and enabled them to perform specialized

functions within the group. Diversity may also be a factor

in preventing cliques from forming within a group.

Diversity among team members was important during the

research, because they talked to a wide variety of youth.

Visible diversity on a team could be important for some

products— for example, plays, videos, photographs and

so on. Diversity would also help the audience to feel that

the product applied to them. In this way, it would establish

credibility.

Diversity is important for many reasons, including the ones

mentioned above. It is not tokenism or a quota system.

People’s contributions are unique and valuable because

of their personal life experiences, not because they are a

symbol of some larger group.

Loving the Work: Support and Fun

As the team members grew closer, they provided each other

with social support. They felt a sense of belonging and

saw each other as friends or family rather than solely

as co-workers. Members were thoughtful of one another,

creating an atmosphere of mutual support around both

work and personal issues.

This support was precious to the youths because of their

experiences with street life. They often described creating

their own “families” out of street friends, only to be betrayed

or abandoned by the same friends who were their intimates
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just days before. The meetings also provided them with a

temporary escape from problems that they were experiencing.

Team-building helped to make their experience fun. There

was lots of humor within the group.

Facing the End: Saying Good-bye

Towards the end of the project, the facilitator introduced

activities to prepare the group for ending what had been a

very intense and rewarding experience. Group discussions

focused on plans for the future. There were special times

to thank and praise each other, and to create awards. The

facilitator acknowledged that it’s hard to say goodbye, and

encouraged each member to leave on a positive note.

Some “full-circle games” that had been started during the

project’s first week were finished now. For example, the

group opened up the “box of dreams” they had created

during their first week together. Everyone read out the

dreams and goals they had written and sealed in the box.

They talked about whether the dreams had come true,

why they had or hadn’t, and where their dreams would

lead them next.

The Youth Team planned a farewell picnic on the Islands,

a large park that is a short ferry ride from downtown Toronto.

They invited the Core Team to come along, and both

teams showed their appreciation for one another with an

exchange of gifts and speeches.

"It was kind of

like,,, a place

where I can escape

from my problems.

If there was any

problems going on

at home or whatever,

or with just my
personal life,,, it

would be like

^Vm going to work,

can*t wait! I* I could

come in here crying or

something and you^d

be laughing before

you walked out,*'

• • •

"This project has

just done so much

for me. It's changed

me totally, the way

I think and observe

things and just a

whole bunch of

different things. And
now we're ending

and it's just pretty

sad, I'm gonna miss

the people,"
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What Does a

Research Phase
Involve?

THE RESEARCH PHASE:
AN IN-DEPTH LOOK

• defining exactly what issue you want

to study

• defining specifically what you want

to know about it

• deciding upon the best way of

getting information (choose

a method): interviews? focus

groups? questionnaires?

reading existing materials?

covert observation?

• figuring out who you need to talk

to and how to get them to

participate (how will participating

benefit them?)

• making sure every question you ask

is designed to get the information

you need (you will end up rejecting

really interesting questions because

they are not on topic)

• considering ethical issues about

probing into people’s private lives

• planning how you will analyse the

information you collect

• starting to think about the product

you will develop to share your

findings.

Some Research
Issues

:

Drug use and harm reduction are

broad and sensitive topics that raise

many questions:

• How can you keep the research

focused?

• How can you avoid leaving out

relevant topics? (For example, if you

ask someone about crack, they

won’t talk about speed.)

• What is the difference between

asking your questions to a group

and asking someone one-on-one?

• Are written questionnaires useful?

• How do you make people feel com-

fortable talking about a subject that

is both personal and illegal?

• How do you know if someone is

telling the truth?

The Youth Team’s task was to create a product, based on
their research, to educate other youth about safer drug use.

What information were they looking for? How would they

get the information? They had to learn about doing good

research— what questions to ask, how to ask them and

whom to ask.

One key aspect of the SIYHRP research was the wide

variety of “respondents”— the people to whom the Youth

Team would be directing their questions. Street-involved

youth might live in a hostel, a “squat” or a bus shelter,

crash with friends or just hang on the streets for the summer
before returning to their parents. They might be 12 or

20 years old. They might get money by panhandling,

turning “tricks,” stealing, dealing drugs or working at a part-

time job. They could be struggling with health problems—
anything from a chronic cold to HIV— made worse by

their precarious living conditions. They could be male,

female or transgendered, straight, gay or bisexual. They

might come from the city, the suburbs— or from anywhere

else in the world.

As researchers, the Youth Team needed to recognize and

respect this diversity. They had to be aware that people from

one group might have different drug habits than those from

another group. In addition, people from different groups

might respond differently to various types of research (for

example, questionnaires versus interviews). People will also

react to the way questions are worded and how they are asked.

One of the biggest advantages the Youth Team had at this

point in the project was the support of the Core Team.

ARF is an organization that is dedicated to research and

to turning that research into useful programs, products

and services. The Core Team offered the youth a wealth of

experience and skills. More importantly, they had studied

street-involved youth before and had ideas about what would

and would not work when doing research with them.

The Youth Team developed a series of questions and decided

to go with two formats: focus groups and interviews.
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Focus Groups and Interviews

The Youth Team decided to hold six focus-group sessions,

each followed by one-on-one interviews. They planned to

have 10 street-involved youths at each session, for a total of

60 youth respondents. Each of the respondents would attend

a focus group and have a personal interview immediately

afterwards. Thus, they would have two different formats for

talking about the drug-related harms they experienced and

the strategies they used to make their drug use safer.

The focus-group format had the advantage of inspiring those

in attendance to recall information and think up creative

ideas. The interviews had the advantage of being private,

allowing respondents to share more intimate information.

Many of the youths who signed up attended, and all but

one of the focus groups were full. Several youths who

signed up didn’t come, and some who didn’t sign up just

showed up at the right time, hoping to get in.

The team hoped to reach a good cross-section of youth.

They planned their focus groups to take place at a variety

of agencies, so that different groups would feel comfortable

coming. They chose a gay and lesbian community centre,

a native agency, a hostel in the suburbs, a drug treatment

agency, a drop-in health clinic and a sex-trade workers’

agency. They also enlisted the help of agency staff who do

nightly “street walks,” to hand out invitations to youth

who did not use agencies.

They needed to convince each agency that it was a good

idea to host a focus group. They prepared letters for the

agency directors and followed up with phone calls and

personal meetings. They each chose one agency that

they felt comfortable talking to. Often, there was a prior

relationship between the Youth Team member and

“their” agency.

The team made posters to advertise the focus groups and

to recruit street-involved youth. Participants would be paid

$15, and food (usually pizza) would be provided.

The posters were on 8.5 inches x 1 1 inches paper, making

them easy and cheap to photocopy and fax.

What Is a

Focus Group?

A focus group:

• is like a casual group interview

• brings together a group of people

to talk about a specific topic

• has six to 10 participants

• takes about two hours.

Note: Do not include too many

people, or it can get unruly and some

people will not have a chance to

speak. Too few people is not ideal

either because people feel shy, and

the creative flow of sparking ideas off

each other may not happen. A short

time span is too rushed, and a long

one is too boring.

Important Features

of the Poster;

• date— put it no more than a week

before the event and near the end

of the month (to support people

relying on Welfare with extra cash

and food)

• time— in the evening, only one to

two hours

• schedule— let people know that

they’d have to stay after for an

interview, and that it would be short

• the promise of respect and

confidentiality

• letting peopie know it would be

about a sensitive topic— drugs

• “the hook” — food and cash,

in big, bold letters

• restrictions on who was eligible

to come. Some agencies wanted

only their clients there, others had

a more open-door poiicy

• some of the agencies participating

in the project were mentioned

to give them credit and give the

project credibility.
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FOCUS GROUP

To Talk About ‘‘HARM REDUCTION”
(Drug Use and How WE Can Make It Safer and Healthier)

at XXX Agency

Wednesday, February 20

6:00 ' 8:30 pm

There will be a Focus Group of about 1 ' 2 hours,

followed by a very short personal interview.

We offer respect, total confidentiality, food and $15 cash!!!

You must be 16 ' 24 years old, a client of XXX, street'involved, not

attending any of our other Focus Groups, and willing to participate in

a discussion about drug use.

CYPHR (Concerned Youth Promoting Harm Reduction) is a project

of the Addiction Research Foundation, supported by SOS, SHOUT
Clinic, and other cool agencies.

Tear off this part, fill it in, and hand it to the Receptionist before you leave today.

Thanks!

Yes! 1 will attend CYPHR’s Focus Group on Harm Reduction.

Name (any name you choose to use)

Signature Date



The posters went up one week before the focus group.

The team felt that a longer time line would make people

less likely to come, because of the somewhat random style

of street life.

There was a stack of posters at each agency, and youths

were required to tear off the bottom part and hand it in to

an agency staff member (receptionist, worker, nurse, etc.).

They took the top half with them to remind them of the

date, time and location. The purpose of the “tear-off’

was to make people feel a sense of commitment to showing

up and to track which focus groups were filling up. The

Youth Team wanted 10 youths at each focus group and

instructed agency staff to take 15 “tear-offs” and then start

a waiting list.

The Youth Team developed a focus group “script” and an

interview questionnaire to achieve consistency in the

information collected. Basically, the script was a list of

questions and topics the leader could refer to, with a rough

time allotment for each topic. It also reminded the leader

of important things to do, like getting consent and

ensuring confidentiality.

At the focus groups, each Youth Team member would take

turns being the leader, note taker and secretary. Each mem-
ber also had to do at least one personal interview after each

focus group. To prepare themselves, they had training from

an experienced Core Team member. They held a mock
focus group and practised their interview skills with one

another. The team discussed how to handle possible

disruptions, how to deal with confidentiality issues and

how to make the participants feel safe.

Conducting the focus groups was challenging for the Youth

Team, but also rewarding. In the beginning, they were

nervous about leading the groups, but they felt thrilled

when the discussions turned out better than they had

expected. The youths were surprised about how open their

peers were and how willing they were to share very personal

information. Some preconceived notions about their peers

were challenged. For example, one of the team members
was surprised about how insightful some of the youths were,

because she had judged them harshly before. Another team

member had assumed that many of the youths attended

Leading Focus
Groups

:

There are different ways to run a focus

group. One good method is to

designate three roles:

The moderator:

• explains the topic and the process

• gets consent

• ensures confidentiality

• leads an “icebreaker” game

• pays attention to the speakers

• keeps order

• mediates disagreements

• keeps the flow of ideas going by

asking questions

• encourages people to talk.

The note taker.

• jots down each point on a

flipchart

• posts the flipchart sheets around

the room, providing a visual record

• may use these notes to review or

categorize what was discussed at

the end of the meeting.

The secretary:

• keeps detailed notes of what

is said

• tape records the session (if everyone

consents) to augment notes.

Note: You do not require three

separate people to fill these roles

— for example, the moderator

can easily take down the notes

on the flipchart.

Payment:

The issue of paying for attendance

is an important one. The whole idea

of participatory projects is that the

“respondents” are experts whose

time and knowledge are valuable. It

is not fair or empowering to expect

them to help for free, when the

others involved are being paid.
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How to Do
a One-on-One
Interview;

the focus groups only to get paid. He changed his percep-

tion when he understood the amount and quality of the

input the interviewed youths provided.

• find a comfortable place where you

can have privacy

• make sure there are some things for

the respondent to look at be-sides

you — posters, a window

• choose a spot that is without

distractions (noise, too many things

to look at)

• make sure you and the respondent

both sit comfortably, at the

same level

• welcome them

• thank them for participating

• explain how long the interview will

take, what you will talk about and

why you are studying this topic

• reassure them that everything said is

confidential — and describe

the specific steps you will take

to protect confidentiality

• explain that some of their words or

information may be used in a report

or educational product,

but that no one will know it came

from them

• tell them you’ll be taking notes

(or tape recording if they agree)

because their answers are

important, but that they will

not be identified on the notes

• reassure them that they can “pass”

on answering any question and

leave at any time

• get their consent to go ahead

• use questions that are focused

on getting the specific information

you want

• ask every respondent the same

questions

• question in a way that the answers

can be compared to those of other

respondents

• keep it short and focused — around

20 to 30 minutes — but budget

extra time in case people want to

talk longer.

The interviews were more specific and personal than the

focus groups. Participants could choose to skip this part if

they were uncomfortable with it. EXiring the interview, the

individual Youth Team members reassured the participants

that they could choose not to answer any question. The
interview questions attempted to draw a specific picture of

each individual’s drug use history, including combinations

of drugs used and length of time using. They were also

asked about drug-related harms and harm reduction ideas.

At the end of the focus group and interview, each respon-

dent was given $15 and a flyer with agency numbers on

it. The Youth Team knew that traumatic feelings could be

stirred up by the frank and graphic discussions, and they

wanted people to have resources they could call on. The

flyer included the CYPHR office number, so respondents

could get in touch with them directly.

The Youth Team recognized the very valuable contribution

the respondents made to the project. By sharing their

experiences and ideas, these youths gave the team what they

needed to make their video. The team viewed them as

partners in this project.
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What is CYPHR?

We are Concerned Youth Promoting Harm Reduction: a group of 6 youth who were

hired by the Addiction Research Foundation to study drug use among street youth.

What is Harm Reduction?

Harm Reduction is a way of life. People choose to do drugs for many reasons. Harm
Reduction respects that people are doing drugs now (even if they’re going to quit later),

and that it’s important for them to stay as healthy and safe as possible. Things like

cleaning needles and using condoms are harm reductions. So are having a safe place to

get high, and knowing how strong drugs are before you do them. Things like that.

What^s a Focus Group?

That’s when we get together with experts - like you - to gather information and ideas. It’s

informal and comfortable. Everybody who comes gets $15 cash, and something to eat.

It’s TOTALLY CONFIDENTIAL - you don’t have to talk about anything you don’t want

to, and no one will tell anyone what you said. You don’t even have to use your own
name!

It’s also RESPECTFUL - of all opinions and lifestyles. We think it’s OK to do drugs - or

to not do drugs. We’re just interested in people being as healthy and as safe as possible.

What are you going to do with the Information and Ideas?

We’re going to share it with youth - maybe make a video, maybe a booklet, maybe
something else. We’ll be asking you what you think is a good way to get the word out.

Sounds good! How do I sign up?

• See the poster

• Make sure you qualify

• Fill out a form (attached to the poster) and give the bottom to a staff at reception

• Show up on Wed Feb. 2 1 at 6:00

• Share your ideas and input with the Focus Group during a relaxed discussion

• Stay for a very short personal interview, where we will collect statistical information

• Collect your pay and go!

Who^s organizing this?

The Addiction Research Foundation, with several street youth serving agencies. We need

your help to get the best information and ideas possible!



Sample Script: Focus Group Facilitator

• Hi! Welcome to the Focus Group. Thanks for coming!

• I’m (a), and these are (x) and (y). I’m going to be guiding us through this

Focus Group, and (x) and (y) will be taking notes.

• We’ve asked for your help to find out how to make drug use safer

• We’re called CYPHR - Concerned Youth Promoting Harm Reduction.

• We’re going to make an educational product.

• The focus group discussion will take about an hour and a half.

• After that, you’ll each have a private interview (15 to 20 minutes).

• We will pay each of you $15 for your participation.

• We’re here to talk about drugs . TTiat’s a pretty personal topic, sometimes.

• It’s really important that everything everybody says is confidential .

• We don’t keep a record of anybody’s name.

• We’re going to ask you to introduce yourself in a minute, and also to sign for

your money, but you can use any name you want.

• We’ll write down the information and ideas you give, but not who said what.

• Nobody will see these notes except the people who are working on the project.

• They’ll be kept locked up, and after the project is over, they will be destroyed.

• We also need you to promise to respect everyone’s confidentiality: what gets

said in this room, stays in this room.

• Can everyone nod their head to show that you agree to keep this focus group

confidential?

• You can pass on answering any question, at any time.

• You can also withdraw from the focus group or interview at any time.

• If you find you feel sad or angry after the group is over, we want to encourage

you to talk it over with someone.

• We’d like to use a tape recorder to record the focus group.

• Somebody will type out what’s on the tape, and then we’ll destroy the tape.

• 1 would appreciate it if you would each nod your head to show that you

understand that you are agreeing to participate in a one hour group discussion

and 20 minute survey interview.

• 1 would also like you to each raise your hand if you agree to have the focus

group tape recorded.

• Thank you.



Synthesizing and Interpreting the Findings:

How Do You Know What You Found Out?

Once data were collected, they needed to be organized. The

Youth Team needed two kinds of analysis. One kind was

statistical— for example, what percentage of people used

dope and what percentage of that group also used cough

syrup recreationally? The interviews showed detailed

pictures of drug use patterns.

The second kind of information to be pulled out of the

research was in the form of stories, especially stories

involving specific harm reduction tips. The team also

looked for interesting ideas for their future product.

Transcribing and organizing data— especially statistical

data— is a complicated job that is best done by a specialist

using a powerful computer program. Once again, ARF
offered a terrific resource to the Youth Team. The project

co-ordinator had the audiotapes transcribed and the statis-

tics analysed. The Youth Team appreciated this help, as it

relieved them of a tedious and time-consuming task.

While waiting for the transcripts and survey data findings,

the team reviewed the notes taken during the meetings.

They considered the harms identified by foCus-group parti-

cipant and grouped them into categories. They developed

a list of all the drug combinations that participants reported

using. The team discussed some of the risks associated with

the reported drug combinations.

Team members reviewed the focus-group transcripts and

listened to the tapes. Common issues and frequently raised

experiences were identified. This work was not always

stimulating, but it was necessary for coming up with ideas

about the kind of information street-involved youth needed

to make drug use safer.

Drug-related harms reported by participants were narrowed

to seven main types:

• health / physical

• mental / emotional

• social interactions

• personal relationships

other youth

that we were able

to do one-on-one

interviews and focus

groups with were

beyond any doubt

our greatest asset,

I mean, obviously,

without them we
couldn*t,,, have

done a product,,,

I mean, it had

to be the Real McCoy,

or it wasn*t

gonna be

anything at all!”

Doing Your Own
Analysis

:

If you don’t have access to people

who can do this kind of survey

analysis, you will probably want

to collect your information in a

different way, such as relying on

focus-group information. Or, you

could do the analysis yourselves

if you used a smaller sample than

SIYHRP did — interviewing fewer

people and asking them questions

from fewer categories.
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• criminal / violence

• financial

• self-image.

The Youth Team also continued to discuss what product

they would make. Close attention was paid to suggestions

offered during the focus groups. The group ranked the list

of possible products in terms of three criteria: effectiveness,

“do-ability” and how much they would enjoy working

on them.

Youth from

"Dans la rue"

in Montreal

dubbing French

The team identified six goals for the product:

• educate street-involved youth about safer drug use

• be appropriate for, and accessible to, diverse groups

of street-involved youth

• be a well-crafted product— something they could

be proud of

• present accurate and meaningful information

• be entertaining and light-hearted where appropriate

• be based on the information gathered through their

research.

There were a variety of ideas about the ideal product.

Everyone explained the advantages of their first choice.

The team held a “secret ballot” to narrow down the

choices. Interestingly enough, the votes were unanimous!

They decided to combine their two favorite ideas—
a video, with animated segments.

video.
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE

The team felt energized once they had decided what product

to make. They were excited, inspired and eager to get to

work. However, they were a little worried about what they’d

taken on— what kind of technical skills and resources would

a video need?

Although they would have loved to learn the skills of video

production, they knew they couldn’t master those skills in

the time available to them. They explored different options,

and the one that was most accessible to them was to col-

laborate with ARF’s Audio/Visual department.

One important concern was the possibility of the video

being changed, refused or modified by ARE Hiey worried

that the language or content might be censored. The video

was likely to be controversial, would ARF stand true to the

“participatory method” ideal? The facilitator assured the

group that she expected the Core Team members to stand

behind them.

There was only one way the video would be changed: the

“rough cut” would have to be “focus tested” by groups of

street-involved youth and service providers. These groups

would provide advice on how to improve the final version

of the video.

What Does a

Development Phase
Involve?

• define clearly what you discovered

through your research

• define clearly what kind of

“product" will be most useful—
a program? a service?

an educational book, video, poster

or play?

• be realistic about the resources you

have available, including equipment,

materials and talent

• use researched information

to tell you what kind of product

would best suit the people you want

to inform

• look at samples of similar

products — learn from others’

successes and mistakes

• find ways to be participatory—
involve the intended audience

in the product development

• create a first draft of your product,

and “focus test” it (see page 39)

• use the focus test feedback to

improve your product

• figure out how to distribute

and advertise your product.

*********

The team decided that it would be a good idea to watch

some videos already made about drug use and street life,

to get an idea of what could be possible. The group felt

that one video that used “real-life” people was very

effective and noted that during the focus-group sessions

participants emphasized the importance of having “real

people” tell their story.

Research includes examining other

products similar to the one you want

to make— they can be instructive for

both what you want to do and what

you want to avoid.

Making the Video

Once again, it was time to draw on the many skills and

talents of the Core Team. One Core Team member had

experience producing videos. She met with the Youth

Team to discuss making their video. ARF’s Audio/Visual

department would provide camera, light, sound and

editing equipment, as well as technicians.
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Two Youth Team
MEMBERS DESCRIBE
DIFFERENT

FEELINGS ABOUT THE
FOCUS testing:

**My fears, I guess,

would be having, like,

so many people come up

to you on the streets and

go ^Oh, YOU were in

that video! I didn^t like

that part with you!*

It would be kind

of hard to handle.**

• • •

“I don*t think it would

really bug me if people

thought they didn*t

like it. *Cause I know

not everyone will say

that, and it*s just their

opinion.**

“I was a bit paranoid

that it was going to be

cheesy. *Cause we
watched a bunch of

different movies [from]

different agencies, and

we just thought, ‘Oh

Qod, our video cannot

look like that!* But

when I saw [our video]

put together... how not

cheesy it was! How good

it was!**

Having these resources available at ARF made a video

“do-able.” If the project bad been done at a different agency,

there might have been different resources available, and a

different and equally effective product could have been made.

The Youth Team was responsible for the “story board”

(a script with pictures), the cast, locations, animation

sequences and the soundtrack. They decided that they

would be in the video themselves, rather than paid actors.

They wanted to show “real people” acting out scenes

demonstrating harm reduction techniques. There was some

concern about the adequacy of their acting abilities, and

yet the team felt strongly that this was the way they wanted

to do it. The facilitator and the two animators came up

with a simple, effective animation technique that received

the team’s approval.

The script was created over a period of four weeks. The

team started with the seven categories of harms identified

when analysing the focus-group data. For each category,

they came up with examples of specific harms and harm

reduction strategies to dramatize. Each team member

wrote the script for one scene. The facilitator created the

story board on her computer as the script unfolded. The

story board had a drawing of each scene, with the script

written underneath. Later, there was a drawing of each new

“shot” above the lines of dialogue and stage directions for

the shot.

The script reflected what the Youth Team had learned

from their research, as well as some of their own personal

experiences. The group brainstormed creative ideas for

getting their messages across with humor and ways to

present information and personal stories.

A professional crew did the camera, sound and light work.

Although five days were set aside for filming, it was com-

pleted in three days. This was mostly due to hard work

and thorough planning.

The hardest part for some of the team members was learning

and delivering lines. Others found it a snap. Still, many

scenes had multiple “takes” for each shot, and a lot of

editing was required to produce a version ready for focus

testing.
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Focus Testing the Video

The next step was to test how effective the video would be.

Were any parts unclear or misleading? It was important to

get outsiders to help answer these questions. The rough cut

was focus tested with two groups of street-involved youth

and a group of service providers. Each group was asked if

the video was clear and relevant and if they had suggestions

for improving it. The youth asked the Core Team to conduct

the focus groups. They felt too close to the video to subject

themselves to possible negative feedback, and they argued

that the Core Team would have the necessary objectivity

to do the focus testing. In addition, people at the focus tests

might alter what they said if the filmmakers (and stars) were

in the room.

The audiences watched the video attentively and were

eager to talk about it afterwards. Generally, people felt that

it was innovative, useful, entertaining and informative.

They offered a number of helpful suggestions, and the Youth

Team incorporated these into the final version. It was not

always easy for the youths to listen to these suggestions. Just

as they had asked ARE to trust them to be the experts on

creating their message, they now had to trust their “expert”

audience’s response to that message.

The service providers suggested that the video should come

with a discussion guide to make it a useful trigger for group

discussion. Since the Youth Team was nearing the end of

their contract with the project, they did not have time to

develop a discussion guide. Therefore, the Core Team took

responsibility for producing it.

Six weeks after the farewell picnic, when the final version

of the video was finished, the Youth Team gathered in a

park in downtown Toronto for the public launch of the

video. They were excited, proud — and nervous. At the

launch, ARE presented the Youth Team members with

plaques recognizing their hard work and success. The video

was well accepted by the youth and workers it was intended

for. Some of the general public had more difficulty coming

to grips with the harm reduction message. The launch

received media attention, because the video’s harm reduction

messages were seen as very controversial by some.

How to

Focus Test

Your Product:

• make sure that your product is

ready to be tested— it should be

clear to people what the finished

product will be like

• invite a good cross-section of

participants

• be sure the participants are from

the same groups who will actually

use the product

• pick a comfortable, convenient

location— go to their “tuif

if you can

• offer food and payment to

participants in exchange for

their valuable opinions

• consider someone impartial to

conduct the focus test, if it would

make it easier for participants

to be candid

• keep the process brief and simple

• establish consent and confidentiality

• reassure them that you want to hear

criticism as well as praise, and that

you want to hear about it when they

disagree with each other

• be clear about what you want

to ask them

• ask questions about clarity,

appropriateness, appeal, ease of

use and whether they would use it

• be prepared to apply the feedback,

even if it means letting go of things

that you worked really hard on

• don’t take criticism personally— the

focus-group participants are helping

you to make your product the best it

can be.
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Sample Questions
to Ask When Focus
Testing a Video

Focus test before you invest time and

money in the finished product. If there

are any problems, you will want to

know about them— and fix them —
before you share your creation with

the world.

The Core Team asked ARF’s Public Relations Department

to help them prepare for media interest. The Core and

Youth teams were briefed on how to handle the press.

They decided which team members would be comfortable

speaking for the group and learned how to deflect uncom-

fortable questions. Some of the youth spoke with the press

at the video launch. They were able to draw greater public

attention via radio, TV and the Internet to the issues they

addressed in their project.

Did They Understand the

Information?

• Which characters / scenarios did

you relate best to? Why?

• What do you remember? What were

the key messages?

• What do you think the video was

trying to say?

Is the Information

Relevant and Useful?

• Which information is most useful to

you? Which is least useful?

• What harm reduction techniques

would you use ever? Daily? Pass on

to a friend?

• Which techniques did you already

know (or not know) before you saw

the video?

• Did anything seem phone?

• Staff: Who would you show it to?

Who would you NOT show it to?

Does it need any riders or provisos

or protocol? Do staff need to be

briefed or trained on how to use it?

How would you make it accessible?

How can we make it accessible?

How Can We Make the

Video Better?

• What parts of the video are most

interesting? Least interesting?

• Were the characters and situations

real and believable?

• What should we cut out, or

shorten? What was redundant?

• What’s missing? Are there any

important messages or facts that

we need to add?

• Are any parts controversial?

Offensive?
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”1 went through
all kinds of

stress with room-

mate difficulties

and relationship

problems, family
problems, I never
let them
interfere with
work. Work was
always
a priority, , , and
my baggage when
I did check-in —
I’d share things

with the group, ,

,

but I never let it

affect me during
the day,”
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LEARNING FROM THE
YOUTHS’ PARTICIPATORY
EXPERIENCE

The Youth Team had an opportunity to give feedback about the

project. This section describes their comments and concerns.

"I was in a peer

program about two

years ago*,* when
I started it I hadn*t

a stable home, or

what I thought was

stable* And half way

through it I ended up

being homeless*** and

I couldn*t continue*”

Realistic Time Lines

The youths felt that the time lines set for them by the Core

and Advisory teams were unrealistic for creating the kind

of product they decided upon. This led them to question

whether ARF was truly committed to developing a product

for street'involved youth, or whether studying the

participatory process was more important to ARF. Was their

video valuable in its own right? Was it the most important

product of the project? Or were the youth important only

as “lab rats” to test a new kind of project?

These questions arose because the initial plan and funding

for the project were intended to cover only a 14-week period

of Youth Team involvement. This time frame allowed for

youth participation in team-building, research and planning

draft materials. The product (in this case, the video) would

then be produced and distributed by ARF. As stated earlier,

the Youth Team felt very strongly about making the video

themselves.

For the youths, making the video was the most fun and

worth-while part of the project. They argued that with the

knowledge they had gained through their research, and with

their strong connection to the street youth community, they

were the best people to make the video. They felt that they

had the skill and talent to do it, if they had resources and

technical support from the ARF Audio/Visual department.

The youths had a big investment in the project; they needed

to produce concrete evidence of their work rather than

hand it to “adults” for production. This was one of the key

things that the Core Team learned. The Advisory and

Core teams were sensitive to the youths’ position. They

understood that the principles of respect and of the
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participatory approach were at stake. They had budgeted

money to produce the video and were able to use some of

this to pay the youths to produce the video. In total, eight

more weeks were added on to the project— from 14 to

22 weeks.

The Core Team learned there are pitfalls in committing to a

rigid time line too far in advance. It would have been better

to have a preliminary plan at the beginning of the project,

and to let the youths propose realistic time lines themselves

as their research and development plans unfolded.

Participation as a Paid Job

^^ril just go and do

extra research just

for the project* I go

an extra effort just

for the project, and I

would not want to get

paid for it, I didn*t

want no payment or

anything. Although

they still insist

on paying me!**

The Youth Team all agreed that they wanted the job partly

because of the pay. A dependable source of income meant

some members could forego other means of getting money,

such as begging on the streets. They could budget their

money fairly easily because they got paid once a week.

Street-involved youths do not usually have bank accounts,

secure places to keep valuables or mailing addresses. They

often live hand-to-mouth. It was therefore important to

pay the team in cash, every week.

Over time, the team members’ feelings changed. It was still

important to have money, but it was not the main reason

for coming to work. Their relationships within the group

and their commitment to the project became more impor-

tant than the money. Some desired to meet more often,

because they enjoyed the work and felt that it was a tem-

porary escape from personal problems. When they did extra

work on their own time, they were paid for it. Each time that

happened, it was a pleasant surprise— they had done the

work because they wanted to and did not expect to be paid.

• • •

**When they told

me — like, my first

attitude was kinda* like,

*Okay, I don*t care

what we do *cause

I*m getting paid for

it and I*ll do it well

anyways,* right?

And I didn*t really

think,,, about how

it would affect

people. Then after

a while, when we
actually started

doing the video

and stuff, I just

got into it,**
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Commitment

have to have some

sort of responsibility

instilled in you when
you start something

like this* And a good

thing about the project

is that it helps to

build on that and

it brings you to a

level where you

have responsibility

and punctuality

and things like that/*

The special circumstances of street-involved youth had been

an important consideration from the start. Because their

lives are often chaotic or nomadic, it might be hard for

them to maintain a long commitment to a job. It was

important to have realistic expectations and to build in

success instead of failure.

For this reason, the project was designed to have two parts.

If someone left halfway through, one part would have been

successfully completed; this would help to minimize any

feelings of failure. When the Youth Team was hired, the

facilitator had “backups” in mind to whom she would offer

the job if someone left.

What the Core Team did not expect was that the entire

original Youth Team would complete the project! Team

members wanted to prove to themselves and others that

street youth can succeed. When they did succeed, they

felt a tremendous sense of pride, and it helped them to feel

that they could accomplish other things, such as going

back to school.

In retrospect, the youths identified several factors that

helped the group stay together until the end. The team-

building exercises helped to solidify the group so that

they could work together even under real pressures. The

facilitator played a key role in keeping the team together

through her support and commitment to the same goals

as the youths.

However, sticking with the project day to day was not

always easy. One team member wanted to leave the project

early because he felt overwhelmed by personal problems.

The other team members offered him such intensive

support and encouragement that he stayed and completed

the project. He took up a lot of time and attention, and

each team member had moments of feeling frustrated with

his frequent need for support.
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Two other members also contemplated leaving the project

before it was complete. They had various issues: feeling left

out of the group, difficulty with the harm reduction philos-

ophy of the project and seeing the video’s expectations

and time lines as unrealistic. Some of these concerns were

resolved, and the individuals themselves made a personal

commitment to stay with the project until the end.

The team members’ commitment was strengthened by their

strong sense of altruism. TTiey wanted to make a difference,

to help others to not make some of the mistakes they

themselves had made.

In spite of their own commitment and success, some team

members felt that not all street-involved youth would have

been able to persevere, especially those actually living on

the street.

Maintaining
Commitment:

The issue of completion is very

common in youth work. Many

young people often feel impatient

and easily discouraged. They may

lack experiences where they were

shown the value of resolving conflict

or finishing a project. They may have

encountered more criticism than

success. Every facilitator has to

decide how much to invest in a

young person’s staying with a project.

Should you work harder than they

do to resolve their issue? When

does encouragement to stay become

disrespectful of their right to leave?

When does support become too

much like therapy?

In this project, the facilitator and

youth co-workers invested a lot

in one member, which paid off— he

ended up working hard for the project

and feeling very happy that he had

stuck it out.

"One of my fears is that it won't be accessible to people

because someone else deems that it's not right for them, •

,

that it will be, like, over-censored, , , or just cut

to pieces 'til it's not our project anymore,"
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the street your

mood changes with the

weather* »» one week

you can, you^U feel

all for it and the next

week youVe just

like *screw thisl*
”

^*Not everyone*s gonna*

look at the video and

say *oh, this is gonrui*

change my life****

Maybe just one little

tip that we give in the

video*** they may take

that tip*** and it could

save their life***

The youths also
ACCOMPLISHED
PERSONAL GOALS
THAT THEY’D SET

FOR THEMSELVES,
including:

‘‘to stay with the project

until it was complete**

**to learn more about

harm reduction**

**to quit using drugs**

**to he responsible by

being punctual and

getting the job done**

Youth Empowerment

To review, participatory research and development mean:

• the people who are the focus of the project are actively

involved in all aspects of the project

• the project is directed at improving their lives.

The Youth Team were interviewed after the project to see

if these goals had been accomplished. It was important to

know if they felt that their ideas were heard and that they

had made a meaningful contribution to the project.

The youth all stated that they had major input into what

was produced, how it was done and what the final product

looked like. They stressed that it was a group effort. At the

same time, they felt that their individual contributions were

reflected in the video.

Another indicator of empowerment is the skills gained

during the project. The youths identified the following as

skills and values learned as a result of their participation:

• harm reduction

• research (doing focus groups and interviews)

• video production (script writing, producing and editing)

• decision-making by consensus

• group work and communication

• confidentiality

• responsibility

• time management
• open-mindedness

• working with bureaucracies / government agencies.

“to change my present

life circumstances***
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As ONE Advisory Team
MEMBER PUT IT!

"I saw this project as

a conduit to perhaps

revealing the capability

and skills [of] young

people as a way of self'

help, of empowerment

in the best sense of

the word/'

• • •

been working with

adults and professionals

and, you know, what

a great opportunity [this

was] just to do some

different work with

real people! I thought

it would be great*

[And] the whole harm

reduction thing**, was

new and controversial,

and anything

controversial I'm

usually right there!

Controversial?

Pick me!"'

Community
Involvement

So far, the SIYHRP story has focused on the youth. There

was Einother group of people who dedicated time, effort and

energy to making the project a success— the community

and street youth agencies. Several workers and youths from

these agencies became actively involved through the

Advisory Team. It was vitally important to have a group

of people who could advise the project from first-hand

knowledge and experience.

These people got involved because they had experience

with harm reduction and participatory work. They had

access to street-involved youth and a variety of youth-

serving agencies.

Involving Street Youth Agencies

Toronto is fortunate to have a well-developed and active

street youth service network, represented by the Coalition

of Agencies Serving Downtown Youth. The Coalition

is made up of staff from agencies that provide drop-in,

outreach, health, literacy, shelter and counselling services

to street-involved youth. The members collaborate and

support each other.

In the past, ARF and the Coalition had collaborated on

projects including a forum on street youth issues, developing

a drug treatment program and two street youth research

studies. When these studies’ results were made public, the

Coalition urged ARF to develop practical responses to

the issues they revealed— research is great, but what’s

knowledge without action? They urged ARF to take an

active role in directly involving and benefiting youth. This

was the birth of SIYHRP.
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Street Youth Service-'Provider Contributions

Several Coalition members joined the Advisory Team and

helped to plan the project. All of the agencies were very

helpful, giving their whole-hearted support throughout the

project. The Coalition agencies were the primary resource

for getting youths involved, and for making the video

available to youths through their programs and services.

The Core Team leader was also a member of the Coalition.

Throughout the project, she kept the Coalition informed

about the project’s progress, relayed their ideas back to the

Core Team and made sure everyone had a chance to get

involved and contribute.

It was the Coalition’s participation that made the youths’

involvement possible. The youths knew and trusted the

agency staff and were familiar with the agency settings where

most of the activities took place. ARF was an agency that

was less familiar to— and therefore less trusted by— street-

involved youth. Without the service-provider collaboration, it

would have been much harder to involve youth in the project.

Forming an Advisory Team

The Core Team knew that an Advisory Team would be

helphil in all aspects of planning and running the project.

They invited Coalition members to join the Advisory Team.

One of the Advisory Team’s first tasks was to identify other

people who could join them to ensure broader representation.

They especially wanted street-involved youth to come and

give their input. Three youths joined the Advisory Team.

They were paid $10 per hour for their involvement, since

the other professional members were attending as part of

their paid work.

The Advisory Team’s involvement lasted over a period of

two years. The first eight months— before the Youth Team
was involved— were devoted to doing a needs assessment,

defining the project goals and planning the participatory

methods and evaluation. A lot of time was spent clarifying

terms such as “street-involved youth” and “harm reduction.”

Members felt a sense of excitement about being involved in

a project that would be different, and some described these

meetings as interesting, fun and stimulating.

Clarifying Basic

Definitions

:

It is interesting that when groups of

people get together for a common

purpose, they are usually talking

about different things. The Core Team

thought it was important for the

Advisory Team to agree on common

definitions of the project’s key

concepts, like “street-involved youth”

and “harm reduction.” Some Advisory

and Core team members were

frustrated by this, and some were

fascinated by it. In the end, it provided

a solid foundation to stand on when

there was controversy about their

innovative project.
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The Advisory Team continued to help throughout the

project— for example, reviewing the Youth Team’s work,

helping to plan the video’s distribution strategy and helping

to evaluate the project.

Why a Needs
Assessment Is

Important:

Too often, individuals and

communities are saddled with

“experts” who tell them what they

need and want. It is valuable to do

some preliminary research with the

people who will actually use a product

or program, to find out what they

need and want.

After all, they are the experts on

their own lives or the areas they

work in. They have perspectives and

insights that can only come from

first-hand experience.

Advisory Team Meetings

The Advisory Team met with the Core Team and the facilita-

tor for roughly 2 hours each month. The Core Team leader

chaired the meetings and the Core Team set the agenda. Some
members felt that the Core Team’s strong presence at the

meetings hindered the Advisory Team’s autonomy, prevent-

ing them from carving out a clear role for themselves. Having

an Advisory Team member share the chair at meetings might

have made it easier to have more of their issues on the agenda.

The meetings had an informal structure and consisted of

discussions about questions, ideas, proposals and materials

that the Core Team presented to the Advisory Team for

advice and input. Throughout the planning phase, discussions

tended to be lengthy, and at times were heated and passionate.

During the research and development phases, the Advisory

Team was updated on the Youth Team’s work and reviewed

the proposals and results presented by the facilitator.

Needs Assessment

Before embarking on the project, it was necessary to make

sure that it would fill a real need. The Core Team wanted to

get consensus from the people who would be affected by the

issues the project would address. They hired a young man
who had been involved in street life to hold interviews with

“key informants” (experts). This helped them to gain a sense

of the goals and methods the project should pursue. The key

informants were Advisory Team members, plus several other

community workers that they identified.

The results of the needs assessment demonstrated that street-

involved youth needed useful harm reduction information.

The key informants cautioned ARF that harm reduction

is a politically sensitive approach and that there would be

controversy. They also agreed that youth involvement

was essential to making the information relevant and

meaningful. They felt that successful youth participation

would be the most challenging part of the project.
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LEARNING FROM
THE ADVISORY TEAM
EXPERIENCE
The Advisory Team members were overwhelmingly

supportive of the focus and philosophy of the project. They

were especially enthusiastic about its “youth-driven” focus

and its emphasis on youth empowerment, peer education

and harm reduction. Their feelings were rooted in strong

ethical and political commitments to these principles, based

on their professional and personal experience. They were

willing to help ARF to work differently with youth by using

participatory approaches. It was the Advisory Team’s idea to

evaluate the project and tell its story in this book. They felt

that other groups could learn from the experience.

Despite their overall positive feeling about being involved,

many Advisory Team members expressed some concerns

about their team’s role in the project, particularly in terms

of the team’s clarity, “voice” and relationship to other

groups in the project (especially the Youth Team). The

general feeling was that their work with the Core Team

was more significant and satisfactory than their involve-

ment with the Youth Team. This will be explained in the

following sections.

think the biggest

harm that we have to

reduce^ by the way, is

attitude**, and I think

maybe this would be

the way to address

that, by showing the

capability of young

people in dealing

with some of their

problems**^

Terms of Reference

Several Advisory Team members felt that the “terms of

reference” for the group were not as clear as they would

have liked. They spent a long time clarifying definitions

about key concepts, and less time clarifying their own roles.

Who were they meant to be advising— the project leader,

the Core Team, the Youth Team or all three? On the other

hand, several Advisory Team members stated that they felt

comfortable with their understanding of their team’s goals,

roles and processes.

About Terms of

Reference for the

Advisory Team:

A written statement of purpose

and roles can be helpful, to

refer to or revisit at times when

members feel unclear about

the terms of reference.
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What the Core
Team Learned
About Making
a Meeting
Comfortable
and Inclusive:

Before the Meeting:

• Arrange for people to meet each

other socially or in a relaxed

environment.

• Consider each different group

having a “rep” who goes to the

other group’s meetings.

• Consider fostering mentoring

relationships between members

of the different groups.

At the Meeting:

• Have it on neutral territory.

• Mix up the seating so people aren’t

clumped with their own group.

• Try to do without the formal

trappings of a professional meeting

— like the table.

• Sit comfortably, and make sure

everyone can see each other.

• Serve refreshments.

• Use icebreakers and getting-to-

know-you games.

• Take enough breaks that people do

not become tired or frustrated.

• Make sure the chair is aware of

possible power imbalances and

knows how to work around them.

• Be aware that youths may rarely go

to meetings, and so may

feel less comfortable than adults.

• Be aware that youths are often

called to meet with adults only when

they are in trouble.

Youth Participation in Advisory

Team Meetings

Early on in the project, the youth members on the Advisory

Team stopped coming to meetings. They may have had trou-

ble feeling “part of the group,” as they had joined the team

after everyone else. By this time, the professionals around

the table had established a “meeting culture” that was not

necessarily youth-friendly. The youths described being bored

by the lengthy discussions about planning and frustrated by

meetings that were often rescheduled at the last minute.

It’s interesting how experience sometimes teaches the most

basic of lessons. Everyone in the project thought that it

was important for youths and professionals to work together.

And yet, not enough attention was paid to creating an

environment where they could.

This issue came to a head during one meeting, when the

Advisory Team invited the Youth Team to come and present

their research plan. In a project full of groundbreaking

successes, this was the one incident that showed up some

serious mistakes. As usual, the mistakes had at least as

much to teach as the successes.

The meeting was held in the usual room at ARE The Core

and Advisory teams sat at one end of the table, and the

Youth Team was at the other. Clearly, it was an intimidating

experience to meet with a large group of professionals they

hadn’t met before.

To their credit, the youths had anticipated dealing with this

uncomfortable situation. They led an “ice-breaker” game

before they presented their research proposal. This was

supposed to relax everyone and put them all on an equal

footing. As it turned out, the game was the only time that

this happened.

As the youths presented their research proposal, members

of the Advisory and Core teams began to ask questions,

make suggestions and propose ideas. They did this in the

same free-flowing— and sometimes challenging— way that

they were used to in their own meetings. The youths were

not prepared to deal with this barrage of feedback and input.
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Many took it as criticism of their work, feeling that they

were being told what to do. As the discomfort in the room

grew, some of the people at the table tried to mediate. They

felt that the youths’ expertise about how to conduct research

among their peers was being undermined. They argued that

if the goal was to empower youth, the professionals should

focus on listening to what the youths proposed— not on

imposing other values and opinions on them.

However, some Advisory Team members felt it was because

they saw the youths as experts and peers that they were so

open in making suggestions and asking questions.

There was a brief break and some of the youths left, visibly

upset. The meeting resumed, and the remaining youths

finished their presentation.

This meeting had a profound effect on all who were involved.

It led the separate teams to examine some fundamental

aspects of participatory work they had failed to attend to.

Several Advisory Team members felt that this “ill-fated”

meeting had been unintentionally set up for failure. This

may have been due to their lack of prior preparation, lack

of prior contact with the Youth Team and lack of clarity

about how and when they should advise the Youth Team.

Attempts to meet again were discouraged by the youths.

Some Advisory Team members felt unhappy about this.

They wanted a positive connection with the Youth Team
and direct involvement in the youths’ work. Not having

it was a major source of dissatisfaction for them and led

some of them to question their role in the project and the

purpose of their involvement.

Not all the Advisory Team members shared this concern.

Some maintained that the project was an effort to do things

differently, and so the process couldn’t be expected to be

“neat and tidy.” Instead, they appreciated the care with

which the process was developed and carried out.

One Youth Team member
RECALLED THE MEETING:

^*Well, at first when
we were there, it was

like they were looking

down on us, like we
weren*t gonna make

this project good

enough. It just made

everybody feel like shit.

It was like, *It*s OUR
video— just let us

do itl*,,. And then

they were, like,

^Congratulations, youVe

doing a great job,* so

that kind of changed

my feelings,**

One Advisory Team
member’s point of view:

“Often times, when

you do establish

advisory committees,

there is sometimes a

subconscious agenda

of, Well, at least we*re

not hanging out there

all alone — we*ve

pulled these other guys

in together to advise

us, and if we screw up

real bad then at least,,,

we can say we*ve

consulted,* And
I think this goes back

to my point,,, if you*re

gonna consult then

you*ve gotta listen real

carefully to the advice,**
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What the Core
Team Learned
About Being Fair to

Advisors

:

• Make sure the advisors’ roles

are clear.

• Make sure the advisors’ tasks

are clear.

• Make clear what their roles and

tasks are not.

• Rnd out their expectations and

hopes.

• Allow them room to participate, not

just be talking heads.” Participation

must be relevant to be meaningful.

• Let them see the project they

are advising on first-hand— avoid

keeping them at arm’s length.

• Build in ways to maintain their

interest over the whole project

by giving them meaningful work

to do.

• Realize that different members have

different skills to be used at various

stages throughout the project.

• Recognize that committees

evolve— be aware that roles

will change and develop.

• Keep in touch between meetings.

• Check in regularly to ensure

that perceptions and feelings

are clear.

Maintaining Advisory Team Commitment

While the overall commitment to the goals and philosophy

remained strong throughout the project, attendance began

to decline towards the end of the planning phase. A core

group of about six members continued to meet regularly

throughout the project. Why did many of the first, enthu-

siastic group drop out? The team members wanted to

participate, contribute and give input— but many of them

felt that they were hampered by a lack of information.

Some members felt uninformed compared to the Core Team,

who were involved between meetings. As a result, they felt

that the Advisory Team stood at a distance from the project.

Some Advisory Team members could not attend meetings

regularly because of work priorities and time conflicts. In

some cases, members felt they had less “right” to speak up

because they were not at every meeting.

Members were also unclear about who was “driving the

project”— who was the Advisory Team supposed to be

advising? In the early planning phase, the Advisory Team

was very involved in providing valuable guidance and

direction about the project’s design. In the later research

and development stages, they felt that the project was

driven by the youths. Some Advisory Team members felt

that, at times, their own input was neither encouraged nor

appreciated. After the Youth Team’s involvement ended,

the Advisory Team’s role became more active and clear as

they had a specific task: providing valuable support and

direction to the video distribution strategy.

This change in role when the youths came on board was

a difficult adjustment for many of the adults involved. The

whole point was that the youths were supposed to “drive

the project” with support from the Core Team and using the

Advisory Team’s advice and input.

The members of the Advisory and Core teams had a real

commitment to the participatory ideal. Still, it was not

always easy for some of them to let go of the familiar role

of “expert.” Once the youths were acknowledged as the

experts, it turned familiar ways of working upside down. It

meant that they needed to place their trust in the youths,

and to let the youths have some powers above their own.
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Even though there were challenges, the Advisory Team

were key players throughout the project. Their input was

extremely valuable in shaping the project’s objectives

and in developing the participatory methods that would

achieve them. Their knowledge and experience led the

project in new directions. They helped to show that the

project was important to the community. Their continuing

commitment and support, especially during difficult times,

gave everyone the courage and energy to keep going.
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Three Important
Aspects of a Core
Team:

• the skills needed to make the

project work: project management,

research, product development,

community development, knowledge

about the issues

and populations involved in the

project, etc.

• shared attitudes: a respect for youth

and a commitment to

harm reduction and participatory

principles

• a significant time commitment

to the design and running of the

project.

Main Functions of a

Core Team:

• to facilitate meaningful community

participation

• to support the Youth Team and their

work

• to advocate for the project

• to secure resources and

organizational support.

Core Team members contributed to

each of these functions in different

ways and to varying degrees.

Organizational
Involvement

The Core Team’s Story

SIYHRP was sponsored by the Addiction Research

Foundation. ARF is a large organization that provides

education and research on alcohol and other drug

problems. This project was one of hundreds of projects

ARF conducted in 1996. It received support from ARF’s

Strategic Initiative Fund, an internal granting system

that supports innovative new projects.

SIYHRP was the brainchild of two ARF workers, who
became the project leader and the project co-ordinator.

One of them had worked with street-involved youth as

a treatment provider and community consultant, and

the other had been a researcher on the ARF street youth

studies.

How Did ARF Begin the Project?

The project leader and co-ordinator got together with other

ARF staff and formed a Core Team. They were looking

for people with the right skills and experience, who were

interested in harm reduction, street-involved youth and

participatory research and development. The people they

chose for the Core Team included a research associate, a

librarian, a therapist, a community consultant, a program

developer and two research scientists. This group discussed

how SIYHRP might be developed. Right from the start,

they sought out input from people in the community who

had carried out similar projects.

Working at a big organization like ARF meant the Core

Team had a large number and variety of staff to hand-pick

members from. Of course, many agencies that want to do

this kind of project do not have so many staff with such

diverse backgrounds. The Core Team roles could have been

filled by community advisors. This arrangement could have
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avoided some of the difficulties that arose from this project’s

having separate Core and Advisory teams.

Still, ARF’s total staff commitment to the project was not

really that large. The Core Team members all had other

projects going on and their work with SIYHRP was just

one part of their total job. In fact, if you added up all of

their SIYHRP time commitments together, it would equal

about the same number of hours as a single fulTtime job.

The First Core Team Meetings

The project leader and co-ordinator prepared a draft pro-

posal that the Core Team discussed at several meetings.

The first rough project design was somewhat open-ended.

Specific goals, objectives and participatory methods would

come later because the Advisory Team would be brought in

to help plan them. Specifics about the actual research and

product development would be planned with the Youth

Team. This process created a challenge for the Core Team
— they discovered that they had to be open-minded and

flexible in order to incorporate the Advisory and Youth

teams’ ideas into a revised proposal.

The first proposal described the issues that the project

would address (drug-related harms among street-involved

youth), and stated its overall goal (to reduce those harms)

and method (participatory research and development).

Minimum Staff

Resources for

a Youth
Participatory

Project:

• one part-time leader/co-ordinator

• one part-time youth facilitator

• people to give advice and support

as needed: they can be community

advisors who contribute as

a committee or in more informal

ways. Community advisors can take

the place of a Core Team.

How to Develop
a Preliminary

Proposal:

• discover a need in a community

through research, observation or

direct experience

• define the need accurately—
consult with the community, experts,

etc.

• decide who will be involved in defin-

ing the issue, planning the project

and participating at each stage

• develop a rough project proposal

• include time lines: Who will do what,

when? What are your deadlines?

Make sure you consider the needs

of everyone involved

• include a budget— what resources

will you need, from the planning

stage right through to producing the

educational product? How can you

get funding? What can you get

donated,

or share? How can you pool

resources with others?

'

• get feedback about the proposal

from community members and other

experts

• use the feedback to make a realistic

plan, including goals, participants,

time lines and budgets.
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WHAT THE CORE TEAM DID

How to Create an

Empowering
Environment for

Youth

;

• respect the youths and their input

• create a safe and affirming

environment

• offer a fun, enjoyable experience

• establish trust and rapport

• show that the team is not

just listening, but also following the

youths’ advice

• get to know what their world

is iike

• give them the power to make

decisions, and let them put that

power to use

• give them rewards and payment.

Facilitating Community Participation

From the Core Team’s perspective, the Advisory Team
members were the experts during the planning stage. They
had the first-hand knowledge about, and experience with,

street-involved youth. The “key informant” interviews and

first Advisory Team meetings were set up so the Core Team
could listen and learn. The Core Team valued the Advisory

Team’s input all the way through, and learned more about

how to work effectively with community advisors.

Supporting the Youth Team

During the Youth Team phase, the Core Team’s job was to

create an environment where the youths could freely and

successfully do the work they had been hired to undertake.

One goal of the project was to “empower” youths. Some
Core Team members disliked the term and found it difficult

to define. In general, empowering youths meant that they

would learn skills, build confidence by completing something,

feel good and proud about what they were doing, make a

meaningful contribution and feel better about themselves.

The Core Team members were also aware that the youths

would have an effect on them, too. They would have to be

open to how the youths felt about certain things, acknowl-

edging that youths have unique, legitimate and valuable

views of the world. This meant that individual Core Team

members had to accept and respect what the youths came

up with and to value the process, even if they didn’t neces-

sarily like or agree with everything that came out of it.

Core Team members had questions about empowerment and

how to facilitate it. They knew that empowerment does not

mean anything goes: everyone needs boundaries, yet boundaries

must be flexible. In their haste to empower, they were overly

protective of the youths; this might have been controlling

or patronizing in its own way. Also, the youths might have

seen certain things as being condescending. In the end, the

youths had to find their own power— it was not something

anyone could do for them. The Core Team’s goal was to
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help provide the conditions in which the youths could

claim their own power.

They did this by giving help when it was asked for: for

example, helping the youths with their research

questionnaire, practising focus group and interview skills,

entering and analysing the research data and setting them

up with ARF’s AudioA^isual department. Often, members of

the team would take care of practical details that the Youth

Team did not have time for in their very busy schedule.

Advocating for the Project within ARF

Doing this project in an organization like ARF had its

advantages. There was access to all kinds of resources

in-house, like video technicians, design and editing for

the discussion guide, printing, marketing for the video

and public relations for the video launch.

It’s important to note that although it was convenient to

have these resources available in-house, the project could

have been done in many different ways. For example,

agencies can share their resources, or professional services

can be donated by community members.

Despite all of the organizational support, an issue arose

about the packaging, distribution and launch of the video.

ARF suggested that a warning be placed on the video

cover. They were concerned that the explicit images and

language, coupled with the harm reduction message, made

the video “unsuitable” for a general audience.

The Advisory and Core teams felt that a warning was

disrespectful of the youths’ “real life” images and honest

messages and could marginalize street-involved youth

even further. Also, one of the project’s main goals was to

broaden awareness and understanding of harm reduction.

A warning would implicitly undermine this goal. After

much negotiation, it was agreed that the video cover

would describe what the video was about and indicate

that it was made by youths for street-involved youths.

Similarly, ARF approached the video launch with caution.

The concern was that the video’s controversial subject

matter might create negative publicity about ARF and
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**lt definitely teaches

you how to work

with people, and

have a final product,

something done at

the end of it that you

can always carry with

you,,, like all of us

have a copy of the

video that I can use

in my resume and

say *this is what

I did in my last job,*
”

about street-involved youth. In the end, a shortened version

of the video was shown to give “highlights.”

The launch did generate publicity— most of it positive.

A reporter from a national newspaper, The Globe and Mail,

came to the event and wrote a well-balanced article about

the project. This sparked a flurry of interest in radio, TV,

and the Internet. ARF’s Chief Executive Officer, the project

leader and some Youth Team members did many interviews.

Many people were then able to hear about harm reduction,

the Youth Team’s video and SIYHRP.
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Conclusion

The Street Involved Youth Harm Reduction Project was

successful on many levels. The youths who participated saw

it as having made their lives better. They were proud of

the work they did and the video they produced. They

formed close bonds, learned new skills and learned about

themselves, too. The Core and Advisory teams found out a

lot about how to be successful at participatory projects, and

the project renewed their enthusiasm for working this way.

The people who were involved— youths and adults—
spoke often about how much they enjoyed working with

each other, and how proud they felt to be a part of SIYHRP.

What Was Successful about This Project?

It achieved its objectives:

• The project was participatory, involving a collaboration

of street'involved youth, community members and

ARF staff.

• It carried out research that was informed by the focus

community.

• It developed and delivered a product within adjusted

time lines and budget.

• The product was produced by and for street-involved

youth.

• The project was youth-driven; they had control over

what they produced.

• It hired a group of street-involved youths who were able

to work together to implement a plan.

• It formed a cohesive Youth Team and harnessed their

energy to produce something meaningful.

• It supported the youths’ views and decisions despite

controversy.

• The Youth Team stayed with the project to the end.

• The youths felt empowered and increased their skills.

How the participants benefited:

• The youths felt very positive about the process.

• The youths felt proud and good about themselves.

**Where do I begin*

I gained so many
skills personally,

professionally,,*

I mean it was a

wonderful learning

experience,,, I just

wish every youth

had an opportunity

like we had,**

“It really helped me
to get over a lot of

the humps. When you

are a street kid you

get into these slumps

and,,, it*s like tar,

all it wants to do is

suck you down into

your grave,,, and

this job was really

the door I needed to

get out and get back

on my feet,**
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“Her spirit, her drive

and her passion

for this area*** [she] is

a strong willed and

respected person

and I think she held

it together***

• • •

“ Young people need an

extraordinary amount of

support*** not because

they*re not equipped

with it, but because

when they come from

the street environment

*** we know that they*re

gonna go through a

transition*** and if they

don*t have someone

they can go to and

really help manage

that change,

that transition*** they

won*t last***

• The youths’ lives changed.

• Each team gained an appreciation for participatory

research and development.

• Each participant developed new relationships with people

in the project.

• All of the participants and teams learned from each other.

Future long-term objectives that will indicate success:

• The video will be used by youth.

• Fewer people will be harmed by being in unsafe situations

or by using drugs in an unsafe way.

• Youth agencies will use the video to raise awareness about

harm reduction.

• The information in the video will save a life.

• The work will get public attention and break new ground.

Other factors in the project’s success:

• Being supported and represented by the street-involved

community, alongside the project’s other stakeholders,

allowed the project to be effectively criticized and held

accountable.

• The role of the project leader was also seen as important

in driving the project.

• The Youth Team facilitator role was vital to the success

of the project.

• The facilitator helped to bring the three teams together

and often acted as a mediator. She kept the Advisory

Team informed about Youth Team activities and relayed

Advisory Team information and input back to the youths.

She saw her position as an advocate for the youths,

and the other groups were sensitive to and respectful of

her role.

• ARE continued its commitment and support to the

principles of the project (harm reduction approach and

youth driven process) despite their controversial nature.

As you can see, this project succeeded at many goals. We
hope that you will feel inspired to apply participatory ideas

and methods to your work with youth and communities.

Young people can achieve marvelous, often unexpected

things when they feel they have some power and the trust

of the adults around them. Remember, if you’re going to

“let ’em go” at a project, you have to... let ’em go!
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GLOSSARY

ARF The Addiction Research Foundation is an agency of the Province of Ontario

providing educational and treatment services, research and products dealing with

alcohol and other drug addictions for Ontario communities.

Bi Bisexual. Describes someone who is sexually attracted to both males and females.

Bleach kit A portable kit for cleaning hypodermic needle “works.” Can cut do\A/n on the risk of

infection being passed from one person to another. Some public health programs

and agencies hand them out. Recently, those agencies and programs have focused

on the greater safety of using a clean needle every time through needle exchanges.

Crack A refined type of cocaine that can be smoked. The high is short-lived, and it is very

addictive.

Cross-dresser Someone who wears the clothing of the opposite gender. Cross dressers are

usually men and often heterosexual.

CYPHR Concerned Youth Promoting Harm Reduction— the name the SIYHRP Youth Team

chose for themselves.

Dealer Someone who sells drugs.

Focus group A research tool that brings groups of people together to discuss a specific topic.

Focus test A development tool that asks potential users of a product (individually or in groups)

to evaluate the product. This happens after the product is developed and helps ensure

it will be effective. Sometimes, focus testing leads to m^or changes in the product.

Gay Homosexual. Describes someone who is sexually attracted to people of his or her

own gender.

Harm reduction A public health approach that aims to minimize the harms caused by certain

conditions that pose serious risks to individuals, groups and society. Harm

reduction is not about stopping people from doing something risky. It is about

showing people how to be safer in whatever they choose to do.

Key informants The experts that are consulted to make sure a project is needed or an idea is

useful. They might be expert because of professional or life experience.

Needs assessment Research done before a project starts aimed at finding out what the issues are and

what people really need and want. Uses key informants.

Panhandling Begging for money in public.

Participatory research Involves members of the group being studied as active partners in the design and

implementation of a research project.
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Sex-trade worker Someone who makes money from any of various sexual services, for example,

performing sexual acts with a customer or as a live show, bondage and/or

domination, stripping, etc.

SIYHRP The Street-Involved Youth Harm Reduction Project.

Speed Amphetamine. A stimulant drug that is often injected.

Straight Sexually — Heterosexual. Describes someone who is attracted to people of the

opposite sex. Drugs — Describes someone who is not “high” or intoxicated.

Culturally — Describes someone with a consen/ative, "straight-laced” image or set

of values.

Squat A place where people live by trespassing. Squats are often abandoned or empty

buildings.

Street-involved Involved in street life and culture — not necessarily homeless.

Survey interview An interview given many times in exactly the same way so that many people’s

answers can be compared easily and accurately.

Transgendered Describes a person whose physical sex organs do not match their gender. Also

called “trannies” for short. These are people who dress as the opposite gender or

who undergo hormone therapy and/or surgery so that their bodies will match who

they are.

Trick Someone who buys sex. Also called a “John.”

Turning tricks Selling sex.

Vicked Ripped off (cheated) in a drug deal.

Works van A Public Health program in Toronto. A van circulates at night giving out free sterile

needles (part of the "works” for injecting drugs) in exchange for used ones, as well

as health information.
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Let *Em Qo chronicles the story of the Street'Involved Youth Harm Reduction

Project (SIYHRP). The project brought together a diverse group of people interest-

ed in being involved in education, action and social change. It gave them the tools

they needed to succeed, and this hook demonstrates that there are many benefits to

involving youth in this sort of process.

Key to the project’s success was that it used a creative kind of research— a partici-

patory approach— which aims to improve the quality of life of those being studied.

And although SIYHRP team members were experts in street life and drug use, you’ll

find that the ideas and techniques contained in the book are relevant to those who
work with other marginalized youth groups or with youth in general.

Other youth-related products available from ARF:

Safer with CYPHR video

Developed by the SIYHRP team, this 20-minute

video explores the risks and realities of street life

and suggests ways to reduce drug-related harm. The

harm reduction approach taken in this video is

about helping people who use drugs be safer and

healthier, but not necessarily drug-free.

This video was developed for young street-

involved drug users and is a true-to-life reflection

of the lives they lead and the language they use.

It is recommended that you screen the video before

you decide to show it to your group.

Youth Action Program

This program is designed for young people aged

13-19 who have leadership potential and are

interested in becoming “peer helpers.” With the

aid of a program facilitator young people are

taught to develop a project to help high-risk

youth with alcohol or drug problems.

Youth and Drug Abuse: A Planner’s Guide to

Multi-Functional Treatment

This guide has been specifically designed to pro-

vide all the tools needed to develop and imple-

ment services for youth with substance abuse

problems. It is divided into six sections that form

a comprehensive treatment approach.

Youth and Drugs: An Education Package for

Professionals

This package will help those working with youth

to identify and respond to young people in the

early stages of drug dependency. It includes a self-

study package, five videos and a collection of

articles entitled Drug Use by Adolescents: Book

of Readings.

For information on other ARF products, or to place an order, please contact:

The Addiction and Mental Health Services Corporation

Marketing Services

Marketing and Communications Department

33 Russell Street

Toronto, ON M5S 2S1

Tel: 1-800-661-1111 or (416) 595-6059 in Toronto

Fax: (416) 593-4694

e-mail: mktg@arf.org

>ARF
A Division of the Addiction and Mental Health Services Corporation


